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RESUME

Nous d6finissons un symbolisme de codage permettant, a l'aide
d'un nombre minimum d'6nonc6s, la description complZte des nombreuses
interconnexions de circuits glectroniques complexes. Ce symbolisme
est devenu, au Centre de Recherches pour la D6fense, Valcartier,
partie int6grante d'une m6thode informatis6e facilitant la transition
entre les plans d'ing~nierie 6lectronique et la matrice pertinente
d'interconnexions requise pour le montage par c~blage enroul6 Wire-
Wrap. Le d~veloppement de prototypes 6lectroniques s'est vu
consid6rablement acc6l6r6 par la preparation plus rapide des donn~es
d'interconnexions. (NC)

ABSTRACT

We define here an encoding symbolism that permits, with a minimum
of statements, a thorough description of the numerous interconnections of
complex electronic circuitry. This symbolism has been integrated at
the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier in a computer-aided
method that considerably eases the passage between an engineering
electronic schematic and the related interconnection matrix required
for Wire-Wrap'hardware. Electronics prototyping has been dramatically
speeded up with this technique because of the time savings in the
preparatory reduction of interconnection data. (U)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The packaging of electronic systems by conventional solder-

based methods is now being rapidly phased out in numerous applications

by the solderless wire-wrap technique. It basically consists in

wrapping solid wires around interconnecting component socket pins

thus achieving a reliable electrical contact.

At the Defence Research Establishment Valcartier (DREV), the

wire-wrap technique is mainly used for construction of prototype

electronic boards. The wire-wrap facility is based on a semi-automatic

machine which positions with a cursor the wrapping gun at the exact

location where a connection is to be made. This machine, described in

Ref. 1, is now controlled (Ref. 2) by a microprocessor which communicates

with the DREV central computer which is required to supply a listing of

the necessary interconnections.

Although more rapid for prototyping than conventional methods

such as printed circuit boards, the wire-wrap technique is handicapped

by the time and effort required of the technician to generate from the

engineering schematics the two-by-n interconnection matrix, containing

the origin/destination of all n interconnecting wires. Moreover,

considerable delays due to human errors are also quite frequent.

To fill the gap between the engineering schematics and the wire-

wrap machine, a computer-aided method was devised. It is based on a

symbolism which permits the full interconnection pattern of an electronic

engineering diagram to be encoded with a minimum number of statements.

-4,

pi
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This symbolism is integrated into an efficient system capable of

generating the interconnection matrix.

Section 2.0 of this report is devoted to the design philosophy

of the method. Section 3.0 establishes the rationale behind the

descriptive symbolism and proposes a syntax for it. Section 4.0 then

describes the interpreter programs which decode the symbolic statements

to obtain a raw interconnection matrix. Section 5.0 deals with the

processing of the raw matrix to optimize the interconnection pattern

and format the data for the microprocessor. Support programs for
graphic display of the interconnecting data are presented in Sect. 6.0.

Section 7.0 summarizes the overall implementation of the method and
Sect. 8.0 presents a typical wiring session. A complete listing of all

the APL programs appears in Appendix A.

This report covers part of DREV's work under PCN 33A10,

Improvement to Equipment , from November 1976 to June 1981.

2.0 PHILOSOPHY

The installation of a semi-automatic wire-wrap facility at DREV

provided a faster way of obtaining working prototypes from electronic

schematic diagrams than the printed circuit method. However, the

point-to-point manual wire-wrapping method, as initially implemented

required tedious work before a circuit was ready for wiring. Part of

this work, as detailed in Ref. 1, was to locate each pin to be wired

on the wire-wrap board and to write the related coordinates on the

electronic schematic diagram. From then on, a list showing the origin

and destination of each circuit wire was generated and entered into

the computer to produce a paper tape having the format required to

feed the semi-automatic wire-wrap machine.
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Although this method was quite acceptable for small circuits

having less than 200 to 300 wires, the necessity for a computer-aided

method of defining a circuit layout became more and more apparent as

the size of the circuits increased. In fact, the technique was time-

consuming and subject to many wiring errors which could not be discovered

until the power to the board was turned on. A computer-aided method

was thus devised to define the electrical circuit to be wired. This

method had to produce error-free wire listings from a minimum number

of definition statements while optimizing some wiring parameters, such

as the length of the wires, and limiting the total number of connections
1 I per pin. Wiring errors (missing wires or wires connected to the wrong

place) also had to be discovered before the circuit was wired.

The first step in the present computer-aided circuit

definition eliminates the need for locating each pin to be wired on

the board. Provided the computer has the pertinent information about

the board and each chip's geometry, coordinate allocations for each

chip's pins on the board can be straightforwardly defined by entering the

coordinates of pin number one and the orientation of the chip on the

board. Once all the chips' board positions have been entered into the

computer, there is no further need to write each pin's location in board

coordinates on the electrical drawing to be wired.

The second step required is to describe the connections to be

made between the defined pins to the computer. A first approach to this

consisted in entering the origin and the destination coordinates of each

wire using as defining terms 1) the number assigned to a chip in the

locating program and 2) the name of the pins, available from a chip

data bank. This method turned out to be as tedious as the manual

approach since the user still had to choose the exact placement of each

wire on the board.
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Many discussions about computer-aided circuit definition

requirements brought out the concept of defining connection nodes.

A connection node is a group of pins in an electronic circuit that

have to be linked together. This definition is understood implicitly

by the circuit designer as it is usual for him to identify the many

points that have to be tied together on an electrical schematic diagram:

starting at any point in the circuit, he follows all the routes starting

from this point listing the starting point as well as the points

encountered through the different routes. As will be shown later,

a connection node obtained in this way may often be entered into the

computer in one statement. The individual points within the node may be

entered under the form of I) a chip number and 2) either the number

or the name of the pin. From a connection node statement, an

interpretive program defines the actual coordinates of the pins and a

link calculation program defines a circuit layout for this node so

that the shortest wires are used and that no more than three connections

are made on the same pin. The circuit designer can thus define a

circuit to the computer without any further reference to the chip

positions on the board.

On this basis, a complete language was developed to encode

electronic circuits into a computer-understandable format. This

language follows a few simple rules and permits an elaborate circuit

diagram to be defined to the computer in the form of a computer program.

These rules were established to ease circuit definition by permitting,

for instance, the definition of many connection nodes through a single

statement as well as the definition of one node in many statements.

This last feature is particularly useful in defining connections to the

power supplies since they are usually spread throughout the circuit

diagram. Error identification programs were also developed to find

missing wires as well as any unwanted links between two connection nodes.
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3.0 ENCODING OF AN ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM INTO COIPUTER FORMAT

An electrical schematic diagram is ready to be encoded into a

computer-understandable format as soon as the design is completed and

the type of wire-wrap board receiving the circuit is specified. For

the sake of clarity, the steps required to encode a circuit will be

illustrated by an example which will be referred to throughout this

chapter. This example is based on a circuit diagram (Fig. 1) containing

three chips, one 40-pin connector, three discrete capacitors mounted

on a 14-pin header, three power supply sources (± 5 V and + 12 V)

located on an eight-pin header and an input two-pin header.

All the components of the circuit are first assigned a location

on the board. For this purpose, all the chips and the sockets for

discrete components are drawn to scale on a blank drawing of the

receiving board. Each is assigned a number which will identify it

in all the further steps of the circuit encoding. This is illustrated

in Fig. 2 where the chips and the sockets are drawn on a blank matrix

board and are numbered from 1 to 7. The different types of boards that

are currently used at DREV are described in Sect. 3.1.

The next step is the writing of a location program which provides

the computer with the location of all the pins of the circuit, using one

statement for each chip. The syntax rules for the location program are

given in Sect. 3.2.

The last step to encode the circuit is to specify to the

computer the electrical connections of the circuit by means of a

definition program whose syntax rules are explained in Sect. 3.3.
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3.1 Description of the Boards

The wire-wrap facilities implemented at DREV permit the use of

three types of boards.

The type 1 or matrix board (Fig. 3) is a general-purpose pre-
punched insulating board with a matrix of holes spaced 0.1 in center

to center. Sockets are mounted on the board which may be cut to any

size and shape to fit particular packaging constraints. Each hole can be

exactly defined by means of three parameters: a zone, a column and a

row. The dimensions of these panels permit a maximum of six zones

identified by the letters A to F. Each zone may have up to 84 rows

identified by numbers 1 to 84 and 24 columns identified by letters

A to X.

The type 2 or Scanbe board (Fig. 4) is a Scanbe universal socket

panel number LPU-54-M-A or C. Augat U-Series board number 8136-UG6-54

may also be used. The Scanbe board is divided into six zones identified

by the letters A to F. Each zone contains nine 50-pin rows identified

by the letters A to H and J. Each pin is exactly defined by the zone,

the row and the pin number of the row (which ranges from 1 to 50). The

two upper connectors on each zone have been assigned numbers 211 and 212

for zone A, 221 and 222 for zone B, up to 261 and 262 for zone F. The

names of the pins for those connectors are P1 to P26. Also, VCC and

GND busses on each zone have been assigned numbers 213 and 214 for

zone A up to 263 and 264 for zone F. Each pin of these busses is

identified by the name VI to V12 and Gl to G12.

The type 3 or SBC board (Fig. 5) is an Intel SBC 905 universal

prototype board for interfacing custom hardware to the iSBC series cards.
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The SBC board is divided into 20 zones identified by letters from

A to X. Each zone contains four 48-pin rows identified by the letters

A, B, C and D, except for zone A which contains only rows B, C, and D,

as well as zone X which contains only rows A, B and C. Each pin is

exactly defined by the zone, the row and the pin number in the row which

ranges from 1 to 48.

The three connectors provided on this board are assigned the

numbers 221, 222 and 223. The names of the pins for these connectors
< Iare Pl to P100 corresponding to pins 1 to 100. Each pin in these

connectors may thus be referred to in the definition program by the

connector number and the name of the pin.

The SBC board contains eight 25-pin rows of VCC sources and ten

24-pin rows of GND sources. The VCC sources are organized into four

groups numbered from 211 to 214 whose pin names are VO, V2, V4,... V48

and VOA, V2A, V4A,... V48A. The GND sources are organized into five

groups numbered from 201 to 205 whose pin names are Gl, G3, G5,... G47

and GlA, G3A, GSA,... G47A. All these pins may thus be identified by

the user in the definition program by the corresponding group number

and the name of the pin.

The numbers for the connectors and VCC and GND busses that appear

on the blank drawings of type 2 and 3 boards along with the names

assigned to the pins are recognized by the computer without any user

intervention in the location and definition programs. Moreover,

VCC and GND busses have the status of terminals (see Sect. 3.3.5) named

VCC and GND. They must not be redefined by the user in the definition

program.

I.g
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3.2 Identification and Location of the Components

All the circuit components that are to be wired as well as their

positions on the board are defined in a location program written in APL

and named by the user. It contains as many lines as there are chips on

the board. In the following context, the meaning of the word 'chip' is

extended to define a microcircuit, a connector or a header on which

discrete components are mounted.

Each line of the location program shall be of the form:

L'A,B,CD' where L is itself an APL function which generates the

necessary data to specify the board pins to be wired. Its action

is detailed in Sect. 4.1.

Parameter A is an identification number assigned to a chip.

It can be any positive integer except when a type 2 or type 3 board is

used. In these cases, numbers between 200 and 265 are prohibited

because many numbers in this range are already assigned to the
connectors and power supply strips of these boards.

Parameter B represents the name of the chip. It can be any

series of up to six characters, i.e.: 8085, 74S188, LM311, etc.

Headers and connectors are assigned names as HEAD14 for a 14-pin

header and CON26 for a 26-pin connector, for example.

Parameter C gives the coordinates of the location of pin number

1 of the chip as defined in Sect. 3.1.

6
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Parameter D is an orientation code for the chip, represented by

the numbers 1 to 4 and having the meaning shown in Fig. 6.

When the location program is executed, all the chips that are

not already defined in the main data bank must be entered by the

operator answering a series of questions asked by the program.

Thus, the number of chips stored ir the main bank increases each

time new components are wired.

The location program for the circuit in the example is presented

in Table I. The arbitrary name that has been chosen for the APL function

is TESTLOC.

When a comment is to be inserted in the location program, the

function L can accept an argument of the form: L'A COMMENT'.

3.3 Definition of the Connections

All the electrical connections to be performed are similarly

defined in a definition program which is also an APL function whose
specific name can be chosen by the user. Each line of the definition

program must have the form W 'statement', where W is itself an APL

function that will be called upon later to interpret the statement.

Its action is detailed in Sect. 4.2.

The six types of statements are now described. The following

syntax rules for defining these statements actually constitute a new

language for encoding an electrical schematic diagram in a computer

format.

L i,_i, ....
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TABLE I

Example of a location program TESTLOC

VTE TESLOC

.1 [1 L'I.74iS93.AT7,3'
(2] L'2,74LS93 ,ATlb ,3'
( 3] L'3.2708.AN13.3'
[4] L'4,CON4O.AC6,1'
[5] L' 5,HEAD14,AN15.4'

-~(b] L'b.HEAD8.A124.2'
£7] L'7,HEAD2,AP23,1'

FIGURE 6- Orientation codes for the chips
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3.3.1 The Free Path Statement

The free path statement permits the definition of many points

to be linked by the shortest possible path, the actual path being

selected freely by the computer.

A typical free path statement is of the form:

N1 P1 P2' N2 P3 P4, N3 - P5

where N1, N2 and N3 are chip numbers, as specified in the location

program, and P1 to P5 are either a pin number or the name of a pin

appearing in the main bank. The hyphen between N 3 and P5 is used as a

no-connection indicator. The free path statement creates one or many

connection nodes. This particular example defines two connection nodes:

the first one is chip N1 , pin P1 to chip N2, pin P3 and the second one

is chip N1 , pin P2 to chip N2 , pin P4 to chip N3, pin PS. The first

node contains two points to be linked while the second contains three

points to be linked using a combination of the shortest wires possible.

The free path statement is the one most commonly used to specify a

circuit.

3.3.2 The Fixed Path Statement

The fixed path statement permits the definition of many points

to be tied together following a route predetermined by the user.

This statement has exactly the same form and syntax as the

free path statement except for the symbol u at the beginning:

u N1 P1 P2  N2 P3 P4, N3 - P5. This statement defines one or many

nodes of connections and states the order in which each path will be
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made by joining chip N1 , pin P2 ' to chip N2, pin P4 ' to chip N3 , pin P.

regardless of the length of the wires needed. Fixed path statements

are used when it is necessary to control the order in which the pins

are connected.

3.3.3 The Macro Statement

-The macro statement permits the assignment of a long string of

characters to a variable name which may be used many times in other

types of statements.

A typical macro statement is of the form:
i

SDB DO D1 D D D D D6 D .
0 1 3 4 5 6 7'

Its identifier is the specification arrow symbol (+) In the

above example, it permits a series of characters (D0 to D7) to be

represented by the variable DB. Each time this variable is encountered

in another statement, it is eventually replaced by the specified string

of characters. In this way, statements of a repetitive nature can be

readily shortened.

Macro statements are most useful in the definition of data
and address busses.

3.3.4 The Class Statement

The class statement enables the user to assign certain pins to

a common class. All the pins so assigned, although they may appear

in many statements, become part of the same connection node and will

be connected.

*
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A typical class statement is of the form:

3 GND, 5 OE EN, 8 Al Bl Cl: GND.

Its identifier is the colon (:). This statement assigns the

pins defined in the left argument to a class whose name forms the

right argument.

The number at the beginning of the left argument or numbers

following a comma (3, 5 and 8 in the above example) are chip numbers

that have been assigned in the location program. The data following

each chip number identify the pins of the chip referred to. The

pin identification may be either the pin number or name, as defined

in the main bank. In the above example, chip 3 pin GND, chip 5 pins

OE and EN, and chip 8 pins Al, Bl, Cl are assigned to the GND class.

The class statement permits the definition of one connection

node in several statements. It is very useful when many pins forming
part of the same connection node are spread throughout the electrical

schematic diagram, such as the pins going to the power supply sources.

3.3.5 The Terminal Statement

The terminal statement designates a certain number of pins in a

circuit to act as terminals or sources.

A typical terminal statement is of the form:

VCC = 1 V1 V2 V3, 2 14 15, 14 6.

Its identifier is the equal sign (=). The right argument of

the statement is written using the same syntax rules as for the left

argument of the class statement.
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The left argument of the statement is the collective name

assigned to the series of terminals defined on the right side. This

name is also normally assigned to a class (Sect. 3.3.4) in such a way

that all the points of that class are linked to at least one terminal
pin. The pins defined as terminals are not to be linked, as they are

themselves sources and are already interconnected outside the wire-

wrap circuit board.

3.3.6 The Comment Statement

The comment statement permits the user to insert comments within

the definition program.

The comment statement is of the form:

'A COMMENT'.

It is identified by the APL comment symbol A at the beginning.

The comment begins right after this symbol.

The definition program for the circuit in the example is

presented in Table II. The arbitrary name chosen for the APL function

is TESTDEF.
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TABLE II

Example of a definition program TESTDEF

VTESTDEF(O1V
VTESTDEF
[1] W'AEXAMPLE OF A DEFINITION PROGRAM FOR A CIRCUIT'
[2] W'AMOUNTED ON A MATRIX BOARD AND WHOSE LOCATION'

[3] W'APROGRAM IS TESTLOC'
[4) W17 1,1 14',*p***************FREE PATH******'
[5) W1 QD.2 INA.3 5'
[6) W'1 1.1 12,3 8'
[7] W12 INB,2 QA.3 A4'
(8) W'u5 1,3 VCC',Oo'************FIXED PATH*****'

[9) W'u5 14,3 12'
[10) W'u5 2,3 VDD'
[11) W'u5 4.3 21'
[12) W'2 11.3 1'
[13) W'5 11 13:GND2'.Op'**********CLASS**********'
[14) W'3 12 18 20 22 23:GND3'
[15) W'1 5.2 5:VCC2'

[16] W'M1.8 9',*Q*****************MACRO**********'
(17] W'M2.2 3 10'
[18) W'M3-9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17'
[19) W'M4.1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15'
[20] W'1 M2,7 2.2 M2iGND1'
[21] W'1 M1,3 6 7'
[22) W'3 M2.2 8 9 -'
[23) W'3 M3,4 M4'
[24] W'4 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 161GND4'
[25) W'3 24:VCC1'
[26) W'3 19:VDD'
[27) W'3 21:VBB'
[28] W'VCCI=6 1'Op'**************TERINAL*******'
[29] W'VCC2=6 2'
[30) W'VDD=6 3'
[31) W'VBB=6 4'
[32) W'GND1=6 5'
[33) W'GND2=6 6'
(34) W'GND3=6 7'
[35) W'GND4=6 8'

V V
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4.0 INTERPRETER PROGRAMS

The location and definition programs described in Sect. 3.0

contain all the encoded information required to generate the inter-

connection matrix. The location and definition statements must be

decoded by two APL interpreters which will now be described.

4.1 Interpreter for the Location Program

The decoding of the location program is performed one statement

at a time by the interpreter program L, whose listing may be found in

Appendix A. The operator is first requested to supply the name of

the location program and then the interpreter decodes each successive

statement and gathers all geometrical and chip-related information

about the circuit in six transfer vectors and one matrix. These serve

as the basic information for interpreting the definition program

(Sect. 4.2). The component drawing programs also use these vectors

and this matrix (Sect. 6.0).

Each location statement is composed of a four-field alphanumeric

argument on which acts the program L. The individual fields A, B, C

and D are easily extracted because of the comma (,) separators.

The A field is a number arbitrarily assigned to identify each

chip. The A fields of the successive location statements are accumulated

to form the transfer vector LISTNUM. Assuming an N-component circuit,

LISTNUM will be an N-element vector containing the identification

number of each chip.

The B field contains the name of the chip referred to in the

location statement. All names and pin identifications of the chips that

have been used at least once are accessible to the program L in a main

data bank and its directory (Sect. 7.0). The chip name decoded from the
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B field can be immediately validated if this chip type belongs to the

directory. On the other hand, if this chip is being used for the first

time, control is transferred to an interactive interrogation program

(INTERROGE, Appendix A) which asks for the new chip's specifications;

that is, its geometry and an identification name for each pin. The

chip's geometry is selected from a choice of preprogrammed configura-

tions such as dual-in-line 14-pin. The new chip information is then

A,' inserted into the main chip bank and its directory, all located in

*APL files (Sect. 7.0).

A matrix called BANQUE is also formed by the program L to regroup

those chip descriptions of the main chip bank that are in current use

in the wire-wrap task. An N-element transfer vector, BASEVEC, is then

generated to identify where the information pertinent to each chip

begins in the unformatted matrix BANQUE. A 2N-element transfer vector,

BASEMAT, is also formed to indicate the physical dimensions of each

chip (in 0.1-in units) to the connection definition interpreter.

The C field contains the board coordinates for pin number 1

of the selected chip. The coordinate coding system is specific to each

receiving board (Sect. 3.1) and is transformed by the program L to a

numerical cartesian coordinate system common to all types of boards.

The line and column numbers defining the location of pin number 1

of each chip is transferred to the definition interpreter by the

2N-element vector BAIEPIN1.

The D field is decoded to obtain the orientation code

(1 to 4) of each chip. This code is transferred to the connection

definition interpreter via the N-element vector BASEORI.

The last transfer vector is the N-element vector BASESPA. It

gives the spacing increment (in 0.1-in units) between the pins of

each chip. Most often, it is composed of unity elements except for

the special cases mentioned below.

bI
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The variable N, used throughout the above description of the

transfer vectors, may not be equal to the number of statements

in the location program. A first case occurs if any comment statement

is present in the location program. These statements are skipped

by the program L. A second case occurs when either a Scanbe or a SBC-

905 is the receiving board in use. For these boards, the geometrical

information on the special connectors present (Sect. 3.1) is

automatically added to the transfer vectors. The special connectors

receive the same status as chips explicitly defined by statements

in the location program. As several of these connectors do not have

a 0.1-in increment between their pins, the use of the above-described

transfer vector BASESPA is justified.

During the decoding of the location program, three types of

errors may be reported.

Type 1 error message reports that the statement encountered

comprises an incorrect chip identification number, either because

of duplication or an incorrect syntax. It has the form:

INCORRECT CHIP IDENTIFICATION NUMBER AT LINE N

where N is the number of the statement in error.

Type 2 error message reports that the location selected for

pin 1 of the concerned chip is incompatible with the receiving board

coordinate system. No verification is done on the other pins of the

chip and on compatibility with the location of the previously defined

chips however. This error message has the form:

INCORRECT LOCATION AT LINE N.

Type 3 error message reports that the orientation code selected

for the concerned chip is not valid, i.e. it is not 1, 2, 3 or 4. This

error message has the form:

INCORRECT ORIENTATION AT LINE N.
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4.2 Interpreter for the Definition Program

The definition program constitutes a formal description of

the circuit interconnections required. The decoding of the definition

program automatically follows that of the location program and is done

by a group of functions listed in Appendix A, including the one named

W which has been inserted into each line of the definition program.

The operator is simply requested to supply the name of the definition
program.

Section 3.0 has explained the six types of statements which

- can be found in the definition program, namely 'free path', 'fixed

path', 'macro', 'class', 'terminal' and 'comment'. The W function

first determines the type of statement by looking for the identifier

and then stacks the argument of the statement in an appropriate

character string. Since the comment statements are ignored when

all statements have been processed, the result is a division of the

definition program into five character strings, each containing all

the statements of the same type.

The macro string is made up of all the definitions of the

variables used in place of other characters, as explained in Sect. 3.3.3.

The next step is to search the four other strings for occurrences of

the variables' names and to replace the names with the actual characters

they represent. The variables' names are processed one at a time and

removed from the macro string when they are no longer present in the

other four strings. When this action is completed, the number of

strings has been reduced from five to four.

iI
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Defining a cluster as a group of pins which have to be

interconnected, the four strings contain the following information:

1) 'free path' string: all the statements which define

pins (belonging to one or more clusters) to be
., connected by the shortest path(s) within each cluster;

2) 'fixed path' string: all the statements which define

, pins (belonging to one or more clusters) to be connected
in the stated order within each cluster;

3) 'terminal' string: all the statements which define pins

belonging to a specified cluster but which are not to

be connected between themselves;

4) 'class' string: all the statements which define pins

belonging to a named cluster (the repeated use of a name

forces a joining of the relevant clusters).

At this point, the program inspects each string in detail

and extracts each pin's specification; with the help of the transfer

vectors and matrix generated by the location interpreter (Sect. 4.1),

it then turns this specification into pin coordinates, tags each pin

with codes specifying whether it is a terminal or not and whether it

belongs to a free or fixed path, and finally places it in the appro-

priate cluster, together with the line number of the definition program

in which the pin was originally specified.

This table of pin coordinates and tags is then put on

file for use by the circuit calculation program described in the

following section.
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During the decoding of the definition program, four types of

errors may be reported.

Type 1 error message reports that the statement encountered

cannot be classified in any of the defined types and has the form:

SYNTAX ERROR IN STATEMENT N

where N is the number of the statement in error.

Type 2 error message reports that an inconsistency has been

encountered in a fixed or free path statement and has the form:

STATEMENT N IN ERROR.

Type 3 error message reports that a specified chip number is not

among those generated by the positioning program and has the form:

ERROR AT LINE N

CHIP NUMBER M IS NOT DEFINED

where M is the erroneous chip number.

Type 4 error message reports that a specified pin name is not the

same as any of the pin names of a specified chip number and has the form:

ERROR AT LINE N

CHIP NUMBER M

(name of pin No. 1 of specified chip No.)

(name of pin No. 2 of specified chip No.)

(name of pin No. L of specified chip No.)

PIN NAME

where NAME is the specified pin name, and L is the number of pins

on the chip.
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5.0 CIRCUIT CALCULATION PROGRAMS

Section 4.0 has described how the interpreter programs

process the information contained in the location and definition

programs into numerical data presented as a table of pin position

coordinates, type of pins (terminals or not), cluster appartenance

(class statement), type of connections (free or fixed) and origins

(line numbers of the definition program which created the pins).

In this section, we review the steps needed to convert this

raw data into a final circuit layout and produce, in its final form,

the information required by the operator and the microprocessor for

the wiring of the board.

5.1 Node Determination
(

The interpreter programs have already assigned each pin to a

cluster; however these clusters are not true nodes in the electrical

sense of the word as the operator may specify indirectly connections

between them simply by repeating on one line of the definition program

a pin which has already been defined on another line. The first step

is to examine the position coordinates of all pins in all clusters and

to fuse clusters that have common pins while removing all pin repeti-

tions. The result is a new grouping of the pins such that each new

cluster is a complete set of the pins to be connected, with each pin

being listed only once. These new clusters are now true nodes and will

be referred to as such from here on. This step terminates with the

printing of a list giving the line numbers of the definition program

in which common pins have been discovered. This list greatly

facilitates the operator's task of finding out if unwanted connections

between different circuits have been accidentally introduced into

the definition program.

&L
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5.2 Link Calculation

Now that all the nodes have been defined, the next step is to

examine each of them individually to determine the configuration

of the wires (links) which will connect all the pins in the node. This

is a complex problem and the solution is of vital importance to the

efficient production of satisfactory circuit boards.

/:1 5.2.1 The Link Problem

Consider a node comprised of n pins. The problem can be

described simply as: link all n pins in such a way that:

a) the total length of the links is as short as possible and,

b) there are at the most three links attached to a given pin.

Condition b is a constraint arising from the finite physical

length of the pins around which wires (links) are to be wrapped.

Condition a is a difficult one to meet. In fact, if the

constraint expressed in condition b is changed to read that the

maximum number of links attached to a pin is two instead of three, the

resulting network of links will have the form of a single chain

(without any branching). The problem then becomes similar to the

familiar one of the traveling salesman who must visit n cities

and return to his point of departure by the shortest route. It

is well known that the number of paths to be investigated is

(n-l)! which becomes an excessively large task for large values

of 2n (for n = 50, n1 = 3 x 10 64).
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In our case, since the path remains open (a return to the starting

point is not required), the number of possible paths actually rises to

n- since to each closed path of the salesman (in which the starting
2 .point is immaterial) there correspond n paths depending on the starting

point. Furthermore, by permitting up to three links on a pin, branching

can occur which introduces numerous new possibilities so that the number

of paths increases even more rapidly.

Since it is common for real circuits to have nodes of more than

50 pins (the 'ground' node for example) and an exhaustive calculation

of all possible paths to find the shortest one is clearly too lengthy,

a shorter method to arrive at an acceptable result is required.

5.2.2 An Imperfect but Simple Solution

Consider once again a node comprised of n pins. Each pin has

(n-l) neighbors to which it could potentially be linked, hence the

total number of possible links is n(n-l). However, since direction

does not have to be taken into account (the link from pin 1 to pin 2

is the same as that from pin 2 to pin 1), the number of distinct

links to be examined is only n(n-l). Since each link involves two pins,

the number of links required to 2join all n pins is (n-l). The problem

can then be restated as follows: select from the n(n-l) possible links
* 2the (n-l) links which best satisfy the two conditions mentioned above.

The tactic adopted is as follows:

1) identify each possible link by its end points (pins) and

calculate all distances between these pairs of points;

even for a 50-pin node, this is a relatively small task,

since it involves only 50 (50-1) = 1225 distances;
2
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2) tabulate the possible links in order of increasing

distances (link lengths);

3) start examining links one by one from the top of the table

(shorter links) and accept the link if it is 'valid';

the validity tests are:

a) the link must not close any part of the path being

defined on itself; otherwise redundant paths would be

established which would evidently lengthen the total

path without taking care of any new points;

b) each end point of the link must have been used

fewer than three times already;

4) stop the process when (n-l) valid links have been accepted;

the path is completed and all pins are connected.

This method of assembling the path from the shortest valid

links produces excellent results. In fact, if the (n-l) shortest links

are all valid, the path is evidently the ideal or minimum-length one.

Even when some of the early links do not pass the validity tests and the

table has to be searched past the (n-l)th term to collect the (n-l)

valid links required, the result appears to come very close to the

ideal path length, or to equal it, in most cases. Unfortunately, except

for trivial cases, the deviation from the ideal cannot be measured since

the ideal path cannot be readily determined! However, it can be shown

that for some special circuit configurations, the path is slightly

longer than the ideal one and thus the method leads only to a near

optimal, rather than an exact, solution.
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Another indication that the solutions obtained are quite

reliable comes from observations of path self-crossings. Appendix

"B demonstrates that paths which fold over themselves are not the

shortest ones and can be readily shortened. Dozens of boards have

been processed up to now and in the hundreds of node paths produced,

none has yet been seen to cross itself, but again this is only an

indication rather than a proof of the quality of the paths obtained.

Appendix C shows a possible circuit configuration where the method would

fail and actually produce both a crossing and a noncrossing path

longer than the ideal one.

5.2.3 Treatment of 'Fixed Paths'

The method described above is obviously not required for

connections defined as 'fixed paths' as explained in Sect. 3.3.2. The

distances between these pins need not be calculated and these

imposed paths are simply recognized as such and selected on a priority

basis before any other selection is made. Nevertheless, the distances

between the pins belonging to the fixed paths and the other pins are

still calculated and the normal selection process is applied so that

links from other pins can branch into the fixed paths if this is found

advantageous.

5.2.4 Treatment of 'Terminals'

Some of the pins of any node can be defined as 'terminals' and

have a special property: they must not be linked since they belong to

sources and are already interconnected outside the wire-wrap board

(see Sect. 3.3.5). The program handles these as follows:

L . ........... •- --
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a) distances between terminals are not calculated;

b) distances between terminals and other pins are calculated;

c) temporary links are defined between all terminals;

d) the normal link selection process is performed and the

links defined in c assure that other links will not

interconnect the terminals, whereas the other pins are

linked to at least one of the terminals;

e) the temporary links between terminals are discarded.

5.2.5 Treatment of Large Nodes

When processing a large node, the manipulation of the n (n-l)

distances could require more storage space than currently provided in

the APL workspace. To prevent the program from stopping for this

reason, an arbitrary limit on node size has been set at 50 pins and

when a node exceeds this limit, it is broken down into fragments and

worked on piecewise.

To prevent wire crossings and unnecessarily long paths, this

fragmentation of the node is done on a geographical basis, i.e. each

fragment must be comprised of neighboring pins in a region of the board
and the fragments must not overlap. However, the order in which the

pin coordinates are supplied by the earlier programs depends only on

the actual sequence used in the definition program, on the interpreter

program action and on the 'cluster fusing' activity described in

Sect. 5.1. The first step is to reorder all pins in both coordinates

so that a clean split between the fragments can be effected. The

number of fragments is chosen such that each fragment contains

approximately the same number of pins, but fewer than 50.

1 I-
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Each fragment of the original node is then processed as a node

by itself producing a sub-path and finally, there only remains the tying

together of each of the sub-paths obtained. This is done by choosing

approximately half the pins of two adjacent fragments, the selected

pins being those closest to the common 'order. This creates a new

piece which overlaps the two generator fragments and which again is

processed as a node. In this case distances are calculated only between

pins on opposite sides of the border and the link selection process is

stopped as soon as one valid link is identified, since this is all that

is required to effect the connection between the two sub-paths. This

action is continued until all sub-paths have been connected to form a

single path for the original large node. The program has been arranged

so that this fragmentation can go along without interfering with the

processing of 'fixed paths' or 'terminals'.

This piecewise processing of large nodes naturally introduces

a further risk of producing nonminimum-length paths. In fact, there

are large node configurations for which the path produced with this

method are not ideal. However, the minimum size of a node fragment is

25 pins (when a node of 51 pins is split in half) and a node of this

size still offers so many interconnection possibilities that the path

produced usually comes very close to the ideal.

5.2.6 Node Layout Drawing

As mentioned above, the links are calculated node by node and

features have been included for showing the actual path selected by

the program on the screen, if the operator so wishes.
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All paths are shown on a common scale which is automatically adjusted

to cover the outermost pins of the board. Each node pin is plotted

as a letter of the alphabet which changes when a new node is started

and turn-around is provided if more nodes are processed than letters

are available. The links appear as straight lines joining the letters.

Terminals are shown as small rectangular boxes (the 'quad' symbol)

irrespective of the node to which they belong. The operator also has

a choice of displaying the nodes superimposed or one by one. This

last feature requires the operator's intervention to pass from one

node to the next and this affords him the possibility of printing each

path individually if desired. These path prints can be used to verify

the quality oF the computed paths and are a preview of what the eventual

board wiring will look like.

When the last node has been processed, a message tells the

operator that the layout has been completed. This also means that

the notion of nodes is no longer required since all links have been

calculated and all the information is contained in a table consisting

of four numbers per link, namely the coordinates of each link's end

points. All further processing is done on the full set of links,

irrespective of the node to which they formerly belonged.

5.3 Link Direction

It has been stated above that the link direction was not to

be considered in the determination of paths. However, in the actual

board wire-wrapping, the placement guide for the wrapping tool is

attached to a moving arm, both of which may partially hide the board or

the wire to be wrapped. Operators have found it more convenient to

wrap a wire from left to right and from top to bottom. The next step

consists in introducing the notion of direction and rearranging the
link's coordinates in the proper sequence so that the movement pr iced

will be as desired.
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5.4 Wire Determination

The wire-wrap machine is equipped with 40 bins numbered 0 to 47

(in octal) to store the precut wires of standard lengths used in wiring

a board. The program at this point goes through the following steps:

1) compute the length of each link in board units (0.1 in)

and reorder all links so that they will be presented starting

with the shorter ones;

2) convert the lengths to inches, adding the appropriate

length required for the actual wrapping;

3) sort these lengths by bins, each length being assigned

to the bin having the next longest standard length;

4) print a table of the number and of the lengths of wires in

each bin, and of the bins' numbers.

The program pauses before printing the table and the operator

is asked to intervene before the printing takes place. This allows

the resetting of the CRT screen or of the paper in the typewriter to

obtain a clean copy of the table. The information in this table can

then be used to precut all the wires and distribute them into the

proper bins in preparation for a wrapping session.

5.5 Wire-Wrap Codes

This is the final step in preparing the data required for wiring

a board. The wire-wrap machine requires a number of special codes to:

a) set up the tool guide at the origin at the beginning of a

session,

b) identify the beginning and the end of a wire to be wrapped,
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c) sequentially identify each wire and the wire bin to be used,

d) sound a buzzer every time a new bin will be used, and

e) return to the origin at every 20 wires so that drift in the

positioning of the tool guide can be corrected if necessary.

Furthermore, the machine works in 0.005-in steps and requires

that the positioning information be supplied in the form of a displace-

ment relative to the last position taken rather than in absolute

coordinates. Hence the coordinates of the links have to be converted

accordingly and all the appropriate codes inserted in the proper

sequence. The resulting table is then put on file, ready for use in

wiring the board.

I - The final action is to signal to the operator that the program

is finished and advise him on how to obtain drawings of each component's

connections, as explained in the following section.

6.0 COMPONENT DRAWING PROGRAMS

Once the link optimization programs (Sect. 5.0) have been

executed, the user must have the means of determining the exact wiring

pattern selected by the computer for linking each connection node.

This must be provided in a form that can aid future reference.

For this purpose, a set of component drawing programs was

written. These programs sketch a chip in a standardized presentation

(Fig. 7) with all the information avgilable from the main chip bank

included. The location of each pin, in board coordinates, is

displayed together with a list and location of all other pins (maximum

three) to which the pin is hardwired. A complete information package

on a wire-wrap job is thus formed by gathering hard copies of such

chip drawings.
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The program SETDRAWING must be executed once after the link

is completed. It establishes a permanent record of the circuit-wide

interconnection patterns for fast access by the drawing programs. The

chip with identification number X may be drawn by submitting to the

computer the command DRAW X. Components with up to 40 pins can be

fully drawn this way in one execution of the program DRAW. Large

components require drawing translation and further execution of the

program DRAW. The applicable component format is DRAW X Y, where X is

still the chip identification number and Y is a shift parameter, which

translates the sketch upward by Y interpin units. A component drawing

executed in several passes is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b.

Using equivalent software, it is possible to obtain a graphic

display of any chip in the main chip bank, even if it is not in use

in the current job, by executing CHIP 'name'. The component named

is then drawn (Fig. 9) with its pertinent information extracted from

the main chip bank.

7.0 OVERALL IMPLEMENTATION AT DREV

The computer-aided circuit definition described in this report

was implemented at DREV using in-house APL facilities. The APL functions

that have been generated to perform the work are distributed over three

APL workspaces (WS) which are loaded in sequence by the user. Two APL

files are used. A first one, the main data bank, is common to all users

and contains the definition of the boards on which the circuits are to

be wired as well as that of the chips entered in all previous circuit

definitions. A second one, the temporary data bank, is particular to

each user and is used to pass the information between the different

WS's. This eliminates the need for transferring variables from one

WS to another.
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The name of the three WS's are WRAP1, WRAP2 and WRAP3. WRAP1

contains the interpreter programs and permits the drawing of a

- -schematic of all the chips and terminal pins located on the board

to be wired (BOARD). Additional functions allow the printing of the

directory of all the chips in the main bank (DIRECTORY) to modify the

data on any chip in the bank (MODIFY 'name') to draw any chip in the

bank (CHIP 'name'). WRAP2 contains all the functions which perform

the circuit layout calculations, list the lines of the definition

program which contain a common pin, draw the connection layout

for all the nodes if required, and print a table of the quantity of

wires required of each length. WRAP3 produces a list of all the pins

that have not been connected (FREEPIN) and contains the necessary

, -functions to get the drawing of any of the chips on the board

(DRAW N) with the complete information related to the origin and

destination of each wire.

7.1 The Main Data Bank

The main data bank is an APL file containing the information

about the connectors and power supply terminals of type 2 and type 3

boards as well as the definition of all the chips that were used in

previous circuit definitions. The size of the file is incremented

by one element each time a new chip is entered. The organization of

*the file is as follows:

a) the first element is a directory of all the chips in the bank;

b) the second element is a vector containing the element number

where a particular chip is defined in the bank;

c) the third element contains the definition of all the

connectors and power supply terminals of type 2 and type 3

boards;

1-•
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d) each of the following elements contains the definition of one

chip, which consists of the name of the chip, its geometry

(24 PIN, 28 PIN, 40 PIN, etc) and the name of all its pins.

7.2 The Temporary Data Bank

The temporary data bank is a user file generated at the

beginning of a session and is used by the three WS's to transfer the

data from one WS to another and to store data blocks to prevent the

WS from becoming full while executing functions manipulating large

matrices. The organization of the file is given in Table III.

8.0 A WIRING SESSION

-4. A complete wiring session for the circuit of Fig. 1 mounted

on a matrix board is given in Appendix D. The different steps to go

from the electrical schematic diagram to the complete wiring are as

follows:

a) the chips are disposed on a drawing of the receiving board;

b) the location and definition programs are written according to

the rules given in Sect. 3;

c) workspace WRAPI is loaded and funtion START is executed.

The chips that were not already in the main bank are

entered following the program directives.

d) with WRAPI, a directory of all chips currently in the bank

is produced by the function DIRECTORY and the stored data

about any chip can be modified by using function MODIFY

'name' where 'name' is the name of the chip;

t1
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TABLE III

Organization of the temporary data bank

Element Number Content

1 BASEORI
2 BASEPINI
3 BASEMAT
4 BASESPA
5 LISTNUM
6 BASEFIND
7 RACINE
8 Definition of the chips used in

the circuit being wired.
9 BASEVEC

10 CODEGEO
11 STRING1
12 STRING2
13 STRING3
14 STRING4
15 STRINGS
16 STRING6
17 PINGEO
18 SECT
21 R
22 TYPE

101 to 109 XYM
150 to 159 Matrix of coordination in order of

wire lengths.
301 to 309 Matrix for the wire-wrap machine.
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e) after the completion of the interpreter programs, a computer

drawing of the disposition of the chips on the board with the

emplacement of the terminals may be obtained by executing

the function BOARD;

f) the circuit layout calculation is then performed by loading

workspace WRAP2 and executing the function START. A first

output will be a list of the lines of the definition program

that have common points. Then, the circuit layout for each

node may be obtained separately or superimposed. A table

of the quantity of wires of each standard length is printed;

g) to get a list of all the unused pins of the circuit, and

drawings of the chips, the workspace WRAP3 is loaded and the

function SETDRAWING is executed. The list of unused pins

is obtained by the function FREEPIN. A chip is drawn with

the function DRAW N where N is the number assigned to the

chip in the location program.
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9.0 CONCLUSION

This report has described a new 'language' for rapidly encoding a

complex circuit in a computer-recognizable format, the interpreter pro-

grams which transform this coded description into a raw interconnection

matrix, the circuit calculation programs which determine the final

circuit layout and produce the wiring table, and the utility programs

which produce the required reference sketches and tables. Together

with the addition of the microprocessor control to the wiring machine

itself (Ref. 2), these represent the introduction of computer assistance

at every step required to go from a circuit diagram to a finished board.

A first advantage is the reduction in the time spent by

qualified technicians to go through these steps, some of which are

of a tedious and repetitive nature. The main advantage, however,

stems from the 'relentless' attention which the computing machine

can devote to such tasks, thus eliminating the major source of

errors in the wiring of complex circuit boards. When full use

is made of the error diagnostics produced during the processing

phase by the built-in error detection schemes, it becomes possible

to produce large boards which are practically error free. It is

our experience that the number of wiring errors grows very rapidly as

boards become more complex and the identification and correction

of errors after the board is wired is a frustating and time-

consuming task. The economy realized in this respect is ample

justification for the effort spent in the design and implementation

of the system.

I.
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APPENDIX A

)WSID Listing of Computer Programs
WRA P1

)FNS
BASE BOARD CATEGORIE CuIp cb'TP1 CO
COW'J CUJ'UL2 CU4ULI CUMhUL5 CU'4UL6 DECODE DEV
DIRECTORY PAPPE'VD FCNUf PCREATE FDROP FERASE
FROLD FIND FLIM PP/AMES PNUAf S PP FRDCIA
FRDCIDT PREAD FREPLACE FSOROP PSTIE PTIE
PUNTIE INIFILE IP/TERROGE L LTEDERIV LIEVIRG LI(
LOCAT9 AfAP PuP MODIFY PAD PIT POSITION
READ READ1 REGU REGULA RISE SRCBOAqD
SBC905 SC SCANBE SCANBEBOARD STAGE STAGEOO
STAGEO1 STAGE02 STAr'E03 STAGE0'4 START STARTl SU3STITUE
w CA CAL

)VARS -

CODEGEO PINGEO TEX PA IA KA NA
VBASE[O JV
VRASE

Ili .V-,(((4xSECT),)pB-(t((SECT.4)p27 30 38 38)).((SECTx4
),1)PA-((4SECT)p27xl+lSECT)+d (SECT.4)pl8 18 5 17

VBOARDE!JJV
VBOARD;S;YI;Y2;A

Ill *1xi-(AO,pl.'TEPINAZ'? (2=4015; 3=4662)')e2 3
[2) A-AI3GDV'
(3) MIP
[4J PIT

VCATEGORIECO jy
VVV-CATEGORIE 3

s= gS),','ieS)/7 1 3 5 2 6 ~4

VCHIPEO iV
VCRIP ABC;S;BANQUE;CIIIP;NOq;TEX;TP]XT;VERT;X;X ;X3 :Y;
YFf;NOFFSET

Il) CHIP1 A9C

El) *lxi'-(Sefl.OpO-T9RVINAL? (2=4015; 3=4662)')c23
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18) 'BO#',FTIE 2
(9) DIR gCTORY-FREAD 1 1
[101 DIRErTNUVf+FREJAD 1 2
£111 CriIP-1
[12] DFEBUT: S-113ICTY'
(13) TEX.-'0123456789'
£1141 *YO'I-01 6PCFIOP,'
(. 151 -TRABANxtl16+£2DIRCTORY(pDIECTORY)pNOqf
[16) 'CIIP ',(6p4?NOf),.TS NlOT INI TFE BANK...'

(17) -0
[18) TRABAN:I-I/i(pDIRECTORY)E11

£193 FANQUF-A1QUE,4?(PREAD 1,DIR9CTPJuw[T1)
£201 VE-=113NU~t~PAQEPO

-~[211 SUITE:Y-1
*1 22) X3-X-0

£23) VERT-+.5x 3+1+pBANQUE
£24) OFFSET'-OFFST+VFRT-20
£251 HORO'#- 5
£26] S-10 15 0 2215CLI
[27) 10-2 5p(0.0.FlORI.HORI.0.0.VERT,VE?T,0,0)-( 5p0) 5pOFFS

ETI
£281 LARG.-.75
£293 SCAN2:1,.-2 5pX1,XYX.,Y,CZX-LAR),YF.YF.Yf,(YH-F+L'?

G).YF-(Y4..5-LARG*2)-OFFSET
£30) -DROITfxtX3=1

G) )1'CUR'
£321 TEXT-(51p' ').TEX£1+10 10 lOTY),' v*6pBANQUE(;Y+33
[33) OK4LL:13.TEXT
£34) -SCAPJ2xt(Y-Y+1)5VERT

£35) Y1
£36] X-X.HORI+LARG
£37) -SCAN2xt,(X34-X3+1)51
£38) -NIAME
£39) DROITE:TEXT4-GplBANQUEE;(2xVFRT)+4-Y)
£140) TEXT--/' '=TEXT)4)TEXT
[141) TEXT-TEXT.' ',(,TEX[1+10 10 1OTL((2xVRRT)-Y4.1)1)
£1421 S-((-1.8+X-.5xLARf'),(C-OFPSET)+-.27.(l+VERT-Y)-.5xLA

Rrl) ) 19CUR'1
£143) *OKALL
[144) NAkfg:S+C-.25, (-OFFSET)+VF]RT+1)S'CUR'
£451 SeOS'1CTY'
£46] S4-.6 1.25'1CSZt
£147) 0.'l '.CHOP
[148) FUPJTIE FNU14S

V
YCO£! IV
VR4-CO 4
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El) R.--IC*-(o 14C).2 1+A

VIV-W CG'vv P
Ell 'l(2.pP)pl+(WIP) .L(P-P-l)fw

VCU'1UL2[n] V
VCU'UL2;CATO;PROVEAN;TXT;CLASSE;RES;U;I:PMfRASE

E) ;NTUh;NOM;Y;STEP;STEPP;S
Ill S-FREA 2 12

(2) *(1ps)/0
[3] CATEGQ4-2
[4) R
11 E m ~------- ANALYSE~ DE LA STRING
[61 A
[7) J3:S*'Q'FP S
[8] PROVENAPICE-eRES

4 [9) 54-91j~P S
[101 TEXT4-RES

El)CLASSE-':'FP TEXT
[12] TEXT-RES
[13] CLASSEBTCLAS
[13) TEXT'-EXT.'.'
[15] U-CLASSEA.= CLASSED
[16] 1-lltpCLASSED

* [is)7 SE-SETEI
[17) SET-U/I CI
[19) *CO=nI)/J4
[20) -J2
[21) J4i:CLASSED-CLASSEwD,CLA SF

* i[22) SETL.-SET
* [23) SET.-SET+1

(24) SFTD.S5'TD .SETL
[25) m
[26) m --------ANALYSE DU TEXTE
(27) m
[28] J2:TEXT'-','PP TEXT
[29] PHRASE-RES
[301 PHRASE-' 'PP PqRASE
[31) NUV4-RES
(323
(33) ------- AVALYSE DE LA PYqRASE

(35) J1:PZIRASE-1 'PP PFVASR
(36) NOVI+RES
[37] XY.NU4t MAP 6+PJO'
[38) XY-XY,CATEGO.(-SKTL) ,PROVENANCE
[39) INFILE
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[40] *CopPVRASE)/J1
[41) *(0*pTEXT)/J2
[42] -(25PS)/J3
[43] -0~

VCUVUL4UO)V
VCUYUL4;.CATEGO;PROVENANCE;.TEXT;CLASSE;RES;U;I;SETJ;P
HRASE; NUV~;NIOM;XY; STEP;STEPP;S

Ell S.-FREAD 2 14
[2] *(l=PS)/0
(3] STEPP-0
(4] CATEGO*4

[6) mt--------- ANALYSE DE LA STRINGZ
-~[7) ft

(8] J3:S4-'c'FP S
19] PROVEPJANCE.cES
[10] 54-t'P S
[11] TEX T-RES
(12] SETN4-SET
(13] it
[14) ft-------- ANALYSE DU TEXTE

[16] J2:STEP-0
[17) TEXT.-'.'FP TEXT
(18] PHRASE4-RES
[19] PHRASE-' 'PP PHRASE
[ 20] SUM-cRES
(21] At
[22] At--------- ANALYSE DE LA PHIRASE
[23] at
[24] J1:PNRASE-' 'PP PHRASE

* I[25) NOW-RES
126] XY-NUI MAP 6+NOM
127] *(0=1tXY)/J5
[28] XY4-XY.CATEGO .SETN ,PROVENANCE
129] INFILE
[30] J5:STEP'-STEP.1
(31] SETN.-SETN.1
[32] *(0xPPHRASE)/J1
[33] SETN4-SETN-STEP
[34] -(-(STEP=STEPP)vSTEPP=0)/ERREUR
[35] ERREUR1 :STEPP4-STEP
(36] *(0*PTEXT)/J2

* [37] SETN#-SETPJ+STEPP
[38] SET-SETN
(39] STEPP-0
[40] -(2&PS)/J3
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[41) -0
(42) ERREMI:STATgE4gNT ';PROVENJANCE;' fIN ERROR'
[43J *F.'RUR1

VCUAIULS UrJIV
VeUMUL5;CATEGO;PROVgJA)CE;TEXT;CLASSE;RES;U;I;SETf;P
HRASE;NUNf;NOVl;XY; STEP;STPPP; S

[I] S4+FREAD 2 15

[2) *(lpS)/0w..[3] STEPP-0
[4) CATEG'05

[6J mt--------- ANALYSE VE LA STRING

[8) J3:S-'m'FP S
[9) PROVKAPE.cRES
[10) S4-'a'FP S
[11) TEXT*-RES
(12J TEXT-1+TEXT
[13) SETN4-SET
[14] At
[15) mt--------- ANALYSE DU TEXTE
(16) ft

(17) J2:STEP-0
[18) TEXT.-9,lFP TEXT
(19) PHRASE-RES
(20) PHRASE-* 'PP PYRASE
(21) PUMRES
[22) at
[ 23] at--------- ANALYSE DE LA PHRASE
[24) ft
(25) J1:PHRASE-' 'PP PHRASE
[26) NOV-.RES
(27) XY-NUI MAP 6+NOM
(28) *(0=1+XY)/J5
(29) XI.XY,CATEGO,59TN.PROV9NANCK
[30) INprLg
(31) JS:STEP.-STKP.1
[32) SETN-SETNj.1
[33) *(0spPHRASE)/J1
[34) SETN-SETPI-STEP
[35) -(-(ST9P=STEPP)vSTEPP=0)/ERREU?
(36) ERREUR1 :STEPP-STEP
[37) *(0:p2'EXT)/J2
(38) SgT'N.SETN.STEPP
(39) SET.-SETN
(40) STEPP-0
(41) -(21-PS)/J3
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[42) -0
(43) EFREUR: STATEfEPIT t ;PROVEPJANCE;' IN ERROR'
[44) -ERREUR1

V
VC UMUL 6(0) IV
VCUMUL6;.CATgqO;PROVENAVC'g;TEXT;CLASSE;RES;U;I;PEIRASE
;NUVf;PO;XY;STEP;STEPP; S

Ill S-FREAD 2 16

*1[3) CATEGO-6
[4] it
(5]------------ ANALYSE DE LA STRING
[6) A
[7) J3:S4-'iP S
[8) PROr/gNAYICE4eEgS
[9) S'-'cwipp S
[101 TEXT4-RES
[Ill TEXT4-'='PP TEXT
[12) CLASSg.-RES

*[13) TEXT-TEXT,'.'
[14) CLASSg.-6+CLASSE
[15) U-CLASSEA.=CLASSED
[16] I.-KtpCLASSED
[17) 14-U/I
[18) *(O~pI)/J4
[19) SETL.-S&TyEI)
[20) -J2
(21) J4:CLASSED-CLASSED,CLASSE
(22) SETL-SET
[23) SET-SET.1
(24) SETD-SETD ,SETL
(25) a
(26) m-------- ANALYSE DU TEXTE
(27) a
[28) 72:TEXT-1.1'P TEXT
(291 PHRASE.-RES
[30) PHRASE-' 'PP PHRASE
(31) NUA-RFS
(32) a
(33) R--------- ANALYSE DE LA PqRASE
(34) A

E35) J1:PIRASE-' 'PP PYRA5E
(36) N'OM-RES
(37) XY-PIUR MAP 6tPIO4
[38) XY-XY.CATEGO.SETL.PROVENAT'E
(39) INPILE
(40) *(0:pPHRASE)/JI
(41) *(03tpT8XT)/J2
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£42) 1 (2:pS)/J3
£43 1 -0

V9ECODEEOJ]V
VOECOD7R K;VECGPO9

Ell VECGEO4-CODEGEO LOCATE K
£21 MAT4-VECGEO/ £2 PIN-rO

VDE'VE1)V'I VB-DEV' A
C1) 13-*A

VDIRECTORYF] V
VDIRg'ZTORY

E1) FUPJTIE FMUMS
[2] tBAN.65888'FSTIE 1
[3J 'LIST OF c~iPs xIN TH' -RANK'

[5) FREAD 1 1

VFIND~r]JV
VZ4-Y FIND X

[I] Z.-Y LOCATE X
[2) Z4-( l*Z)/i(PY)[21

VPflJV
VSO.SF!P FP SI;PI

£2] at PLACE DAPIS RES LA PARTIE DE LA STRING SI QUX PREC'E
DE

[3) mt LE SEPARATEUR SEP ET PLACE DAYJS SO LF RESTE DR LA
STRING

£4) ft
£5) 'JSIiSEP
£61 RES4-( l+PJ)+Sr
£7) SO.N4SI

VINFILK
Ell XY!'1-XY4,XY
£21 -((((pXYV~)£2l)400))1AfJoG)P
£3) -00
(4] AUGFE:YV FRFPL4CE(2,F94.FR+l)
£51 XYiI.5 OpiO

VIPITERROGEMf) V
VI~ITERROGE;CO1;COVfl; PATTE
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[l) COV1-Nom
[2) ' GE014ETRY: DUAL IN LINR ----- 2PIN'
[3) ' 6p19V'
['4J S PINVf
[5) 14PIN'
[6) *' 6PrN'

[8) 20PrV'
[9] 1 22PINI

[10) '24PIN'

[12) 4opIN,
[13] CONNECTOR -- C26PIN'
[14) t ClOPIN'
[15) C*40PIN'
[16] ' '50PIN'
[17) DISPLAY *4------F8
[18J DISPLAY LCD 40PrN1 X 1.3T1.-.--LCD1'
[19) DISPLAY 41AP6660.B0 10PIN -- MAN66X'
[20] GEODg~f:COM14.DEM'GFO~rgTRY?I
[21) 

''t
[22) COAf14-01 6pCOM1.'I
(23] DECODE Cnl
[24) -GEODE?4x%(x/pPIAT)=O
[25) COM.COVf.COM1
[26) PATTK4-1
(27) PATDg4I:COp41+DgEfIDF&TIPICATION OF PIVtTKX[PATTE;1,'?

[28) COV4-COP4.V1 6oCOV1.'
[29) -PATD9Vx% (PATTFA-PATTE+1):52xVfATC 1;1J
[30) BANQU4-BAYJQUECOV
[31) (*COM)PAPPEN'D 1
[32) (DIRECNUM+DIRECNP,'.r+FLIM 1)[21)FREPLACK 1 2
[33) (DIRgCTORY4-DIRECTORY.[l)~POO)FREPLACE 1 1

VL A;G;N041;NUY;NUVERO;OR;ORI;I;AD;NO;COI
* [1l ORDRE'-A

[2) CAR.-O
[3) (-1101,ERRNUI
['4) NUMERO4-LIEVIRG
[5) *Oxt(pVUIEJO.' ')=l
[6) DJU'*-IcEfRO
[71 -E Rfxt01* /LISTPJU~cJUV
1B) LISTIUNf-LTSTNUVf.PUVf
19) G-rlOl 0
[10) pJON4-LIVIRG
[11) NON-411 6pPJOVM,'
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[12) TESTANOV:.NOMOKxt 1=./VEC.-6=+/[ 1)eAVQUF=((4pAQUE)PNO4
[13J -TRABA~xi1=+/I-6=+/[2)DIRECTORY=(POIRFCTORY)PVOM
[141) 'CHIIP '.(6p?4NOM).,'s NlOT INI THF 9ANK...'
[15) INTERROGE
[16) -TESTNOI
[17) TRABAPJ:I-Ii(PDIRECTORY)[1)
[18) BANQUE-BANQUE,(4(PREAD 1.DIRECNUq[I1)
[19) -TESTNOAI
[20) NOMfOK: VEC4-140VEC

[22) BASEVEC-BASEVEC.C-1@VEC)/t(p34VQUE)[2)
[23J BASENAT-BASE24AT,2pV*AT
(243 POSI.-LIEVIRG
[25) POSITION

-~[26) -AVORxtPOSIOK~o
- I[27) 3ASEPIPII+BASEPIN1.LI.COLN

[28) CR4-I ORI-'LIEDERN
[29) .ORIBADxx0=+/'1234&'ORT
(30) BASEORIe-BASEORI .OR
[31) BA SESPA -BA SESPA.1I
[32) -0
[33) ORIBAD:'IATCORRECT ORIENITATION AT LINE ';(ir27)[2)

* [341) -FIN
(35) ERRNU&I:'INC'ORRECT CHIP IDENJTIFICATION NUMBER AT LINE

;(x27)[21
[36) -.?IN
[37) AVOR:'IINCORRECT LOCATION AT LINE ';(127)[21
[38) FIN:G-I101 0
[39) ERREUR.-1

v
VLIEDERN[f )v
VMO T.LIED ERN

Ill MOT-iO
(2) BOUC:CAR-CAR+1
[3) .VOT-MOTORDRE[CAR)l
[4) *OxCAR=pORDRE
[5) *BOUC

VLIEVIRG[OJ]V
VMOT-LIEVIRG

Ill VOT- 10
[2) -0xiORDREAl(1='R
[3) BOUC:CAR-CAR+l
['4] *OxtORDRE[C'AR>='.'
(5) AfOT-MOTORDRE[CARJ

VLKUJ)V
VE4-LK P;K;R;G
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P

[4) N),:.A(;xg-i<PP.0PR-REOG,0G.(PE)pl+r/G

VLOCATE[0JY
VZ4-Y LOCATE X

VMAPE!] JV
VXY.-NUI MAP NOMV;I;AIAT; Z;N;X;Y;DIST;NOVA;Af;NOAfB;IA;IR

(2) I~v-LISTNUMtPJUVI
(3) 3 (I> ,LISTNU1) /J4~
[4) -(-A./'- I =NO.A()/J1
[5) XY.-O 0

(7) Jl:DECODE BANQUE[;1l+BASEVgC~r)J
[a) Z-MAT

(10] N4-1tZ

(12) X-1+BASESPA[I~xX-1

[141) Y-(Npl).DNpl+1+Z
(15) XY-YE.5)X
[16) XY-+M;;BASORI~r)+.xil+Xy
[17) DIST.-BASEPIPJ1((2xI-l)+l 21
[18) XY[1;i.-XY[1;)+DIST(2)
(19) XY[2;JexY(2;]+DrsT(1J
(20) XY[i;i.-iOOO-XY[1;]
(21) XY[2;J.-1000-XY(2;J
[22) mCU'fU
(23) N04fA-APQUE;1.+B4'5NVEC(rJ+x2xf
(24) .A-(NOVfA.=NOP4A)/i2xN
[25) -(0:=PIA) /J2
(26) XY-.XY(;IA)
(27) *0-
(28) J2:NOMB.-4t12,X4'cat2xN
(29) NO)RR-(' '=NO4B(1;)NO?4B

(30) IB4-(NOAIA.P10VB)12xN

[31b0=1)J
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[34) J3:'ERROR AT LINE V;PROVENANCE
[35) 'CYIP NUVIRER1? ;NUVf
[36)
[373 NRANYQUF[;3+BAS?VRC[r)+iPJ+2)
[38) '

* [39) 'PIN ',NJOV
[40) XY.-0 0
[41) -~0
[42) J4:'ERROR AT LINE ';PROVPFNANCK
[43) 'CHIP PIUMBER 'NUkf; IS 'JOT DEFINED'
[44) XY.-O 0

YMIP[O) V
VJ'IP; A; BANQUE; BASEVEC; BASEPIN 1; BASEORI; LISTJUW; CODE"
EO;PINGEO;BASESPA;NUV;M~;I;S;Z;AAT;N;X;Y;Y;DIST;Fg;XY
Af; XYI; Y

[I) A-.-'123456789A9CDEFCYIJKLANOPQRSTUV,'YZI
[2] FUNTIE FNU"IS
[3) '.90N'FTIE 2
(4) BAN QUE.-FREAD 2 8
(5) OASEVEC4-FREAD 2 9
(6) BASEPIN14-FREAD 2 2
[7) BASEORI.-FREAD 2 1
18) .4+CPL.ISTNUYVFREAn 2 5)PA
19) CODEGEO4-FREAD 2 10
E10) PrNGEO.FREAD 2 17
(113 BASEgPA-FREAD 2 4
[12) PJUVf-1

*[13) MV-2 2 4pl 0 -1 0 0 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 1 1 0 -1 0
[14) XY9&-2 OPO
[15) XYP4.2 OpO

[18) DECODE BAN QUE[ ;1+BAS5EVEC[I))
[19) Z.-IAT
(20) Z4-.Z
[21) NP1-Z
[22) X.-iP
[23) X4-1+BASESPA[I3xX-1
(24) X+(1+X). 1tX
125) X-X.@)X
[26) Y1.(Npl)
[27) Y1.(1+Yl),1I+Y1
[28) Y2+.PNpl+14Z
[29) Y2.(1I72)71t+Y2
(30) Y-Y1.Y2

[32) XY.1+P4;;F3ASEORr[I))+.x1.+Xy
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(34) XYEl;)*-XY[l;J+DIST[2)
(35) XY£2;)-XY£2;1+DrST(lJ
(36) XY(1;).-1000-XY(1;)
£37) XY(2;i.-1000-XY(2;)

(39) Y-XY[2;J
ii[40) X4-14-1+ .X,(i. s3X

[41) YI+ 11+,Y. i. 5)Y
(423 XY.-X.5]1Y
(43) XYVE-XYPI.XY
(44) XYFI.XYFI2 I+iY
[45) PJNu-u+l
£46) -(PJUVtpLISTNUP4)/JI
£47) S.219'AIOD'
[48) S-'O'6'5Y4'
(49) XY4I PRPLACE 2 24
[50) ZYH PREPLACE 2 25

;RODIY£O )q
VMODIFY FOV;I;B;CHIP;DIRECTORY;DIRgCNUVf;R;N

[I] PUPJTIE FPJUVS
£2) 'BAN.658S8'PSTIE 1
£3] DIRgCTORI4-FREAD 1 1
£4)3 DIRECJUAI-FRgAD 1 2

S£5)3 NON-(1 6pNlOVf,'
£6] *Llxtl,/II-6:+/(2]DIRECTORY=(PDIRECTORY)pNOV
[7) 'CHIP '.(6ptPiOP),' IS NOT IN THE BANK'

£9) L1-II%(pDIRECTORY)(1J
£10) CHIP4-PREAD 1.DIRECNUMv(T)
£11) R-(pcfIZP)(13
(12) 1.1
£13) L20B-DE4 CgIP(NdI.' CHIANGED FOR:
£14) .(0~pg)/REC
(15) CHIP(N;.-6p.,t I

£17) CHIP FREPLACM 1,DIRECNU'r[r)
£18) DIRfECTORY(I;i.-CHIP(1;l
£19) DIRECTORY VREPLACE 1 1
( 20)3 FUPTIE PPIUMS

v
VPADE03V
VSO'-PAD SI;UP;UA;UC

[I)
(2) PLACE DES BLANCS AUTOUR DES SYWBOLFS-TYPR
(3)3

[4) P-S~l-:umw
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(5] UA-C1+2xpUP)PO I
[6) UP4-UA \UP

[a] UC-v/ 1 0 1SUP.UJ4.(1.5JUP
(9) S14-UC/SI
[10] 504-SI

VPI TfIV
VPIT;D;XYV;YF

Ell PUNTIE 2
(2) 'B0OV'FSTIE 2
(3) XYkf-FREAD 2 24
[4)J XYY-FREAD 2 25
15) S-1TPCTY'
£6] D-(DxL/36 24*D4-i-/D)B''RS',0pCD-N2 2P(L/XYk4),F/XYV)

13 SCL I
[73 8319tMOD'

[10) a.XYI

VPOSITION[[OIV
VPOSITION ;COL ;C; DESCA ;DP'C R; DgSCC ; DSCD ;DESCE

Ill POSIOIC-0
(2) *AVORTExi(PPOSI)e*
[3) COL4-POSI(1 2]
[41J -AV0RTgxx((pC0L,'1l)%3)

* [5) PATle-'A9C'DEFGH.JKLAVPRSTUWX'
* £6) DESCA.-6,SECT,20

[7) DESCB-24 9.4-COLE 1l=X'
£8] -AV0RTExx (-COL£1JePAT1-DESC'A(TYPEItPAT1)v-COL(2JeP4T

2+DESCrB£TYPEIt 'A9CDEFPrHJIKL!?J0PQRSTUVWXI
(9) -AV0RTF~xi(COL(1J='.4')A(COL[2):'A' )ATYPIF:3
[10] 0-Jj01*gRROR

a Ell] DESCE-0 34 30
[12] DESCC.-84 50 '48

[143 (LI1.lcPOSI[3 '4l))DFscE[TYP~
(15J LIGNEOK:G'-il~l 0
[16) -AV0R7~xx(Lrc1)vLT1>.DE5CC[TYPgJ
(17) J?0-pPAT1
[18) ICI:C0LNf-DESCfl(TYPglxCPAT(RPCOL(1])/UtR0)-1
[19) -ICI,2x7'YPE

* £20) COLNJ-C'OLP+(( 'ABCDEFIJKLVYPQSTUVWX'e24pCL(2))/1 2
4)

(21) *J082
(22) C0LPJ-(C0LN-2)+3x( 'ARCDFGHJ'c9pC0L(2])/i9
(23) -JOR2
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[24) COLN--COLN+( 'ARCDtez&QCOL(23))/4
(25) J082:POSIOK.-1
(26) AVORTE:*0
(27) ERROR:G-x10l1.ERROR2
£28) LT-(L114-cPOSI£3))+DESCE[TYPl)
[29) *LICNEOK
£30) ERROR2:-O

vREAD(JIJV
VR-READ A

Ell R-5 OpxO
* I 2) 1(A/A=0)/'A.xl++LIM~ 2'

[3] A-(A<14FLINf 2)/A
[4] ON:-D0'ip4
(51 R-R,[2)FREAD 2,lpA
£6] *Off~pA-1#A

VqEAD 1£ ii)
VR.-RPMDl A

Ell R4-2 OpiO
(2] C(A/A=O)/'A-xi14.PLIVf 2'
[3) A-(A<1+FLIPE 2)/A
£4) OV:.0xt0~p4
(5) .J?-R,21FRK4D 2.lpA
(6) *ON,pA+A

v
VRgGU£FJ 3V
VSO4-RLPGU sr; U/P; 1/; 1/c

E1l ft
[2] m EPILEVE LES 9LAIC'S AUTOU~q "ES SYVBOLPS-TYPE
£3) at
£4) /B.' 'MS1

£61 UC--(URA1$UP)VUR9A 141UP
(7) 50.1/C/SI

VREGULARISE£O JY
VSO.#ReGULARISK 5I;UP;UB;UC

(2) at PLACE tIN SLAPIC DEVAPIT LA M~INE Sr
(3) ft

[6) at TROUVE L.4 POSITON DES BLAPICS DAYJS LA CI41NIE S1
71 ft

E7) ft, s
[9) ft
£10) LI'IITE LA SUrTF DE J3LAJYCS CONSECUTIPS VANJS ST A 1/V

a ______AL
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[123 UC--U8Al40UB
[11 SI.-UC/SI
1:14) A4
[15J m PLACE UN BLAYC APRES LA CHAINE 5I
(16] a

[181 a
(19) m TROU'/E LA POSITION DES RLANCS DAPIS LA CTIAIPE SI
(20) R

[23] TROUVE LA POSITION DES 3Y'IBOLE-TYPE VANS LA CNAINE

[273A ENLEVE LES RLANCS QUI E'CADRENT LES S7'VBOLES-TYPE
DANS LA CIIAIJE~ SI

[ 28] m
(29) UC--(UBAl0UP)VU3A1l(0G?
[:30) SI'-UC/SI
[31) 50.-SI

VS8CBOARDtJ )V
VSBCBOARD

Ill W'IBVCC'-VO V2 V4 V6 V8 VIO V12 V14 V16 V18 V20 V22 V
24 V26 V28 V30 V32 V34 V36 V38 V40 V42 V44 V46 V48'

[2] W'M.9VCCA-V4BA V46A V444 V424 V40A V38A V36A V344 V32
4 V30A V28A V26A V24A V224 V'20A V184 V16A V144 V12A
V104 V8A V64 V4A V2A VOA'

(33 WP4fBGR-G1 03 G5 G7 G9 Gil 013 015 G17 G19 G21 023 G2
5 027 029 G31 G33 035 G37 G39 G41 G43 045 G47'

[1 W'PGRA.-G47A G45A G434 G41A G39A G37A G35A G33A G31A
G29A G27A G25A G23A G21A G19A G17A G154 013A 711A 09
A 17A GSA 034 014'

[53 W'VCC=211 4fBVCC VIBVCCA,212 NBVCC 4IBVCCA,213 AfVCC 'IR
VCCA.214 A4BVCC %IBVCCA'

£6) W'GNV=201 MBGM? PBGRA,202 1f'RGR VRG0R4,203 'IBOR 4RGRA,2
04 MBGR VRGIRA.205 MBGR VIBGRAt

VSBC9O 5[1:m
VS3C905

Ill LrST/VU~-LrTSUf(200.i5).(210+14),22+t3
(2) BASEVEC4-B4SEVEC.1+(5pTRAYQUE FINV' "ONgR ').(4p9AYQUJ

FIND'CONVCC').(BANQUR FINDVCON1001),BANQUE FrND'OYS

£33 ,ASFVEC'-B.4SEVEC,1+SAYQUF' FTYD'C0P186 I
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[4) BASEPIJ1+BA5EPIPJ1,31 5.5 31 29.5 31 53.5 31 77.5 31
101,5 30 11.5 30 35.5 30 71.5 30 95.5 26 8'4 84 83.25
84 4.75

[5] BASEORI-BAS9ORI,(9pl),4.2p2
[6) BASFSPA-BASugPA *( 9p2) *(2p1) .1.56
t73 BASgp4AT4-BAgS,4AT,(lOp24 12),(8p25 12).50 2 30 2 43 2

VV L SC M;W;BJ; ;GT]);Zv

[4T1BffU FIJMe(4W pl (JPCO)VVGJ---+LLL-.

(4) -BASI=.tf1*-SEPIN1. q ,O
15J -ASORI+BAS0I,PJ.1(I-CT,)p4 4 1 1Z-~p)L*+W-

(6] BASEPA.SSPA,((2XSSCTV),)pV),(2XSSCTI(IO<)11p4(
*~~~~~~-)4p 2 (7]BA1'AT*A;A#T,(2.0=lTp3)p(xi2T3 1

V
V.9CABEBOrD[ ] I
VSCANTIEBO

(13 L(1+2x7-LSCT)UV.26 ET4)i)(.SC~2O~~

(23 W'GNEz263 BSVN,12 CTpAU FINDS0N6 9.(2

[3) BASE53BSPJ,5 BSN~

E9(5 GD:1 8SOIBSGN9I.244jC,4p 4US1 1

([0) W'VC3BUSVCC 23V4 VCCV7V' 9 1 11V2

El53 W'GND=233 BUSGPJD,234 BUSGPID'

[63 IVC=253BUSCC,24 BSVI
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[12] W'VCC=223 RUSVCC,224 *'?UVC'
[13) W'GND=223 BUSGNS?,224 I3IISGPU)'
[14) WIVCC=213 BUSVCC,214 BUSVCC'
[15) W'G.FD=213 BUSqGND,214 BUSGND'

VSTAGE~rl JvI
Ell FUNTIE FNU14S

[2) 'BON'FTIg 2
[3) At

[5) STAGE0O

[6) f
[7) ~-------CLAssIFICATION EY CAT ,oRr~s(STRIVIS).
[8) STAGEO1

[10) ~--------RgGUL4RIZ4TIOV DES STRINI7S.
[11) STAGE02
[12) At
(13) Rt--------- SUBTITUTIOT DES 'IACROS.
[14) STAGE03

* £15) f
[16) at--------- COVtPILATIOV F'T IDENATIFrCATroVy
[17) R --------DFS COORVYNEES POU7~ Cq4QUE CATRGORIE.
[18) STAGE04
(19) $1
[20) m ------- COAIPILATION DES LIE"JS ENTRE COORDOYNEES.
[21) nt STAGE05
£22) FUNTIE 2

VSTAGE'OO[flJV
VSTAGEOO ;STRIJVG1 ;STRIN92 ;STRIN93 ;STRINP4 ;STRINV5 ;STR
IGS

[1] ft-------- INITIATION DES PARA.W9TRES.
[2) LIGNE-0
[3) STRIPIG14-i0
[4) STRIPJG2.-x0
[5) STRING3+i0
[6) STRIPIG4*tO
£7) STRINGS4-t0
£8) STRING6+iO
[9) STRIN11 FREPL417E 2 11
£10) STRING2 FREPL4CR 2 12
(11) STRING13 FREPLACE 2 13
[12) STRIN14 FREPL4CE 2 14
(13) sTRrNG5 FRA'PL4CE 2 15
[14) STRING6 FREPLACE 2 16
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V 5TAGR 01 fl IV
'STAGE01;STRINGI;STRIVG2;STRIJGG3;STRIN3;STRIIG'4;STR
ING5 ;STRING6 ;SECT;TYPE'

El] STRINGj1-FREAD 2 11
[2) STRING24-FREAD 2 12

4 3) STRING34-FREAD 2 13
['4) STRIPIG4-PREAD 2 14
£5) STRIrNG5-FREAD 2 15
£6) STRIPJG6.-FREAD 2 16
£7) SECT4-FREAT) 2 18
£8) cARCU
£9) -.(UTYPE.-FREA!) 2 22)=l)/ST2
£10) -(TYPE=3)/ST1
(113 SCANB-POAM
£12) -ST2
[13] ST1:SBCBOA.7D
£11] ST2:STRIJG1 FREPLACY 2 11
£15) STRIPJG2 FREPLACE 2 12
£16) S5TRIPJG3 FREPLACE 2 13
[17) STRIPPI# FREPLACE 2 14
[ 18) STRIN75 FREPLACE 2 15
£19) STRINq6 FREPLACE 2 16

V
VSTAGE02[£OJV
VSTAGEO2 ;STRIPJG1 ;STRIPJG2 ;STIPJG3 ;STRING4 ;.9TRTPJG5 ;STR
I1'JGB

Ill STRIPI11-FREAD 2 11
[2) STRJJ'J72-FREAD 2 12
£3] STRING3-FREAD 2 13
£4] STRING4.-FREAD 2 114
£5) STRING5-PRAAD 2 15
£6] STRING6-PREAD 2 16
£7] STRIPJG1-REGULARISE STRING 1
£8) STRING2-REGULARISE STRIYG2
£9) STRI193-REGULARISE STFING3
£10] STRIPJG4-REGULARISE STRING4
£11] STRING54-REGULARISE STRIPJG5
£12) STRING6-REqULARISP STRI?106
(13) STRIPJG1 PREPL.4CF 2 11
£14) STRIAJG2 FREPLACE 2 12
£15) STRING3 PREPLACK 2 13
£16) STRIPJG4 PREPLACF 2 14
£17] STRINGS FREPLACE 2 15
£18) STRIPJG6 FREPLACK 2 16

V 5TAIEO 3 [r))V
VST4GgO3 ;STRING1 ;STRIPJG2 ;STRIPIG3 ;STRING14 ;STRrIGs ; TR
ING6
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[ll STRING1+FRAO, 2 11
[2) STRIN12-PREAD 2 12
[3) STRING3-FREAD 2 13
[41 STRING4+PFRE4) 2 14
[51 STRrNGS5-Fq9EAV 2 15
[6) STRVGf6-FREAD 2 16
[7) STRIPV;2-STRING1 SUgSTITUE STRIPJG2

19) STRING4-STRIN;1 SURSTITUE STRING4
(10) STRING5-STRIJG1 SUBSTITUE STRIPJG5
[11) STRINff6*STRINGI SUgSTITUE STRIP/G6
[12) STRIPU2 PREPLACE 2 12
[13) STRIPJG3 PREPLACE 2 13
£14) STRING4 PREPLACE 2 14
[15) STRINGS PREPLACE 2 15
[16) STRIP/G6 FREPLACE 2 16

V
VSTA GE04[!IlIV
VSTAGE04;BANQUE;BASEVEC:BA9PPIN1;B4SPORI;LISTUV;COD
EGEO;PINGEO;SET;SETD;CLASSE;XY;BAS5A;SETL;FE

Ell PUP/TIE FP/U'S
[2) 'BOP/'FTIF 2
E3)3 A
[4) A 4NQUE COP/TIEYT DES DESCRIPTIONS DE CHIPS

(6) TAPQUg4.PREAD 2 8
[71 04
181 R ASEVEC INDIQUT LA POSITION D'U/ CHIP DAYIS 9AN QUE
191
[10) BASEVEC-PRFJ4D 2 9
(113 m
(121 A BA-5EPIP/ DON/NE LA COORDONNP/ 09 LA PREqfIERF PIN
[131 A
[143l 13A59PIN1.FREAD 2 2
[15) At

£16) A BASTORr DONNIE L'ORIAP/T4TIO/ Du CHIP
[17) At

[18) 13ASEORP-PREAD 2 1
[19) A
(2o) A LIST/U DON/NE LA LISTE DES PIUVfEROS DES CHIPS
[211 A
[22) LISTP/UVq-READ 2 5
[23) CODEr.EO*FREAD 2 10
(24) PrNGEO4-FREAD 2 17
C 2 5] 3 ASESPA-FREAD 2 '4

[26) S-7T- I
(27) SETD-iO
[28] CLAS5PE)+6 Opt.'
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(29J A
[30) m LES COLONNES 1 ET 2 DE XYPI SOIT LES COORT)ONNEES
£31) R LA COLONNE 3 INDTQtE LE TYPE 9'ENONCE
(32) a LA COLOINE 4 INDIQUE LA GANG

*(33) a LA COLONNE 5 INDIQUE LA PROVENANCE
(34) a
(35J XYP4-5 OpO
(36) PE.-100
[37) CU'4UL6
£38) CU'4UL2
[39] 11CU'UL3
£40) CUAIUL4
(41) CUPJUL5
£42) R CUYUL7
(43) FIN:XYI PREPLACE 2,PE+1

VSTART(O)V
VSTART;.BANKe3ASE;BAJQUE;BASEORI;BASEPIJl;BASEIAT;BASE

* ~SPA; LISTN £1; BASEVEC ;DIRECTORY; DIR RCNUAI
[1) START1

YSTART10OJV
VSTARTl;N;CAR;COLN;ERREUR;LI;LI1;AIAT;ORDRE;PAT1;PAT2
;POSI;POSIOK;RO;SECT;TYPE; VFC!;B;Hf;Y1;Y2

[1] PUPJTIE MlUMS
(2) 'BAN.65888'FSTIE I
(3) 'BON'PTI9 2
[4) EDROP 2 400
[5) DIR ECTORY-FREAD I 1
£6] DIRECNUJ4-FREAD 1 2
[7) PHOLD 1
[a) LISTN4-BASESPA.BASEVEC.-BASEPIPJ1.BA9EORI-BASE1AT-tO
(9) SECT'-ERREUR.-0
[10) 'TYPE OF BOARD?'
[il) 'MATRIX:1'
£12) 'SCANBE:2t
(13] 'SBC-905:3'
£11) TYPEDEY:TYPE-aDEqV'TYPE?'
(15] *TYPEDEP~xtl%,/TYPE=t3
£16) TYPE PREPLACE 2 22
11 *NEXTxTYPE*2
(i8) SECDEAI:S8CT4-DEMPIUABER OF SECTIONS?
[19) -S9CDEAIfi lx/S9CT=t6
£20) SECT PREPLACE 2 18
[21) NEXT:NAME OP THE LOCATION PROGR4A1:'
[22) BANQUE'-6 ip'
£23) -(TYPE:1 2 3)INATR,SCA'J.SBC
(21) SCAN:BAPJQU9-'1(FREAD 1 3)£'t54;J
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[25) SCANBE
(26) .-1ATR
[27) SBC:BANVQUP"-OIFRE4D 1 3
(28) SBC905
(29) MWATR:cM!
(30) .OxiERRFUR1l

-- '4[31) 'NO ERROR IV THE LOCATION PROGRAM
(32) 9ASEORI FREPLACE 2 1
[33) RASEPIN1 FREPLACE 2 2
(34) BASEM~AT FREPLACE 2 3
[35) BASESPA PREPLACE 2 4
(36) LISTNUVI FREPLACE 2 5
[37) BAN QUE FREPLACE 2 8
(38) 3ASEVEr. FREPLACE 2 9
(39) COVEGEC FREPLACE 2 10
(40) PINOBO FREPLACK 2 17
(41) 'NAVIE OF THE DEFINITION PROGRAM1:'
£42) STAGE'J
[ 43) VIP
(&44) 'NO ERROR IN TY DEFIVITION PROGRAM'
£45) ' 9

(46) 'TO OBTAIN A DRAWING OF THE BOARD,TYPE "'BOARD''"
(47) 'THE CIRCUIT LAYOUT CALCULATION IS ORTAINED BY:'
(48) ')LOAD WRAP2 .AVD EXECUTING ''START"''
(49) FUNTIE FNU14S

9
VSUBSlTITUE!) JV
VSO'-STRING1 SUBSTITUE SI;TEXT;RES;VL;N3;I;U;Nl;N2

(1) At
£2) at PLACE DES RLANCS AUTOUR DES SY3E BOLES-TYPT
(3) At
(4) 514-PAD SI
[5) J3:SO-i0
(6) STRING1.'Q'FP STRING1
[7) STRING1.'ci'FP STRrNG1
£8) TEXT-RE'S
(9) TEXT4-'.-FP TEXT
£10) M'.RES

(11] ?~t134-pV

[14) 12 :U4-A,I*0Vo . SI
(15) N1.PU
(16) ff2.1il
(17) -(N2>N1)/J1
(18) SO.SO,(N2+ST),TXT
(19) SI'-(2+N2+N3)GSI
(20) -e12
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[:21) J1:S04-SO.SI
(22) *( 2Z!PSTRIN 1)/J4
[23) 514-SO
[241J -J3
[25) At
[26) mt EPLEVE LES BLAPICS AUTOUR DES SYP4BOLES-TYPK
[27) At
[28) J4:SO-REGU SO

VrfOIV
VW STRIN9;N

c1) LIGNE.-LIOPIE+1
[2) FJCATEGORIE STRING
[1 -(N= 1 2 3 '4 5 6 7)/JOJl,J2,J3,J4,J5qJ6.J7
[4) it
[5) m --------- ERREUR:CATEGORIE IN'EXISTANTK.

[7) JO:'SYNTAX ERROR IN STATREYPT ';LIGIE
4;[8) 'UNDEFIP/ED STATEMENT'

110) ~-------MACRO(*-)

(13) -0
[:14) ft--------CLASSES LIBRE(:)
[15) it
(16) J2:STRING2-STRIG2,('I4'iLIGNE)'Iz',ST?IG. c
[17) -0
[18) 4--------- CLASSES FRYES(u:)

(20) J3:STRIPJG3-STRIIVG3,('I'i'LIGNE),I',.STRrNIC Ca
[21) -0
[22) mt--------- CHEvrNI LI'?RES(.)
(23) st

* [24) J4:STRING44-STRN4.(I4'mLIGNE).m,STRINf;,'rj
[25) -0
[26) R ------- CHEMIUNS FEI?'VES(u.)
[27) At
[28) JS:STRINGS4-STRIG5,('I4'rNPE),'Q',STRr~f;, a

[29) -0
(30) mt--------- BORPIES(=)
(31) mt
[32) J6:STRINGm6-STRING6,('I4'jLIPIE),'Ii'.STTPJO, C
[33) -0
[341) *-------LIOVE PE COWfVENTA1RES
[35) ft
[36) J7:.0
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) WSI D

)FN I
t70 Co'JV DIAr, FIL F'LI4 F'READ PPRgPL4CR
FSTIF F'uPTrE LAY LK OPC PLOT READ RP
sc START TARLE TY wrREJJRAP CA
CAL

)VARS
FA IA KA VIA

VR.-CO A
Ell R.--/C-(O l+C),2 lfA

V
VCONvEo)V
VM*W COPIV P

VDIAG(0o1V
VDIAG Q;A;X;J

Ell 0PO1-LINES WITH COMV'4ON POIPJTS:'.OPQ-plpX4-IV
[2) PR:-PRxlO<PX-(P)+X.OPJ(lPJ)/ 9]+J,OPJRP(-Q-(R-Q

IR)cA-(XtO)+X)/L-Q/L

VPILEO)]V
VR-FIL A

El) G PREPLACE 2.A
(21 G.-0 4pR-iO

V
VLAY[rlJIV
VT4-LAY W;Q;X;.J; K;N; D;FI;I;L;S

El) X*'ABCDEFGqfTKLM4YVPQRSTUVWXYZ.P.-0pT-0 4p0
(2J ,9-(DxL/36 24#D.-/-D)9'FRS.0p(D-0j2 2p(L/S),r/S4-I(50

0<1,1 O.W)WIaSCL'
[31 ON:.OVxtO=Q-,l 1t+J.2 OpH.-1,00W-(0 lxpJ.-(2.C.1 0+Whil

+PY4-2 OPO)+W)+W
(4) S'-(PYI-G).PQ TY PV4-2 0pG.-1,OpW.(0,Q)4W,2 0&V(2,Q)tW
[5) OV:.O~xx(p0pX.-14oX)<i+pW,2 OrPLOT J

VLK[r3])V
VF-LK P;K;R;G

Il) *FlxxlOpP-+PE~-0pG-(pR)pppR-RP R+1l+(K-PiO)tP
[2J .0:.NF~xv1VK.RcE4RP E,00P-( l+pF,'-+(PxO)tP)+P

(4J Ng:.AGxE'-iO~pP,OpR-R.E,0pq.G, (PE)pi+r/G

V
90 PC U0 I V
VF.-OPC R;I;C;D;BN';NB;S;0;ID;K;A ;G
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[I] A-30O.OpG4-O 4p0-2 ip(r/-1 0+,q) J/1 0+S-2OxS-e..-C2x( 1
iPS).1)PSe-FREAD 2 150

£2) G-GE1)0 69,D4--CO C-0.0.2 0pI-p0pBN4-CFREA0 2 151)[1J
£33 IN:K.c(O:2Oj-ri.1GG£1Jo 59,D4--CO 0'
[4J K.c(BNxNB-(FREAD 2 151 )£T])/'G.-G.E1J1T,59,2pp~p3RN-NB'
(5) X*(pG.-G,[1JI.68,D.--CO 54-0 14S),pG-G.£i)I.RN.-CO S
[6] -NExx~F.e((F*O=1+P5.-0 1+S)v0=1001I)/'FIL A.-A+l'

v
VPi.OT[0JV
VG4-PLOT A

[I] *OxtG*Y~Y7/0P50 SC A'

£3] 04--A.2 Op'fl'S'SYV'
[4)i 10-50 SC A,2 0P0-316'1MOD'
1S) eZf'Z-O.OpEJ110 OU 1'',

VR8AD[OJV
VR-RKAD A;13;1;J

[I) R.-00J4-14-
[2) C(A/A=O)/'A-i1+1+FLIV 2'
£3] A-(Acl+F'LrM 2)/A
[4] 8K:R-R,.(84-C2f5,p83)pB4-FREAD 2.AEJI)I:]
[5) -BKxt(PA)aJ-J+l
£63 R FREPLACK 2,49+1
£7) *BKxi 5:T-I+J4-l+pR*- 0
£8] R-xO

v
VRPrED)V

* . VR4-'p X
113 R-((XIX)=IpX)/X

v
V.5CEO]V
VV-L SC P;AI:W;I;J;Q;G;IC;Z

[I] *OTxtl/Z=2,1+N-1+PV-N,2 OPZ--+PP-0 -1+P
[2) -DIxtz=L-rz~rzL+M-W-ppG4-,q
[3] P-P~i 20.,2 0PV-P3;]V.2 0PP-P£;*1Z+,P].3 OPP-P£;41

Z+Z4,P),3 0P-P,£iJtZ
[4) DI:J-M+(14xW)p'.((W-J-1r-)pJ).OPJ-W.1LLLZ-I

[ 6) NE:V.(IW)TY(2,PQ)PI£Q),J[Q-+/1)1QxQ*(IP[;I))-IP£;J]]
£7) .((1W)Z=M4f-P+LxWs* 1DI,OT

Z-1),4)p3 2 1.tP;V.(2.O:1+PV)p%2)

VSTART£OJ]V

VSTART; A
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[ll *lxi'-(4-f3.Opfl-'TER'IVAL? (2=4015; 3=4662)1)e? 3

[3 1 FUNJTIE 2
[4) 'BON'FSTIE 2
[5) (WIREWRAP READC100+i10))PREPLACE 2 20
[61 FIINTIE 2
[7) 'COr*PLETED#
[SJ 'TO OBTAIN CFIIP DRAWINGS 4VD A LIST OF UNU~qgn PINs,

TYPE:'
1 9) ')LOAD WRAP3'
(10) 'AND EXECUTE: SETDR4WIJG'

4 VTABLEF1 IV
VR.-TABLE T;D;B;Q;C;l

[2) Q-D=D*F4.5+((DxD--/T[;2 4))+DxD4--/T[;l 3))*.5
33 c-B-(l++ 18(FID)tB-9 ll,(lO42x145).lO0+3xi32

[4) RX:-BKxiOcp.-(PIPQ-Q+D>1+8)+R
4.[5) D.:O

[6) (1010 BTQ-Q[B-4QI)FREPLACE 2 151
[7) T[B;)FREPLACE 2 150
[8) T.:O
[9) 0p9(18'NU4BER').(18'RIN'), 'LENGTH'

OBs-(D-B=QiQ) lB'-t pQ4-Q. 0

VTYEOJV
VR4-W TY Q;E;K;L;S;Y

11) K-cK'R-V.(SK(YO)91.pV)/'0pQ+U=P'?2 1+Q)4Q'
[2) LP:-.Oxt(v/OeE) .OPQ+(lp.2 1tQ)+e'Q', (V/Y)/'.&-V/[l]Q

['4) -LPxWS4-S+plpG-G.((13xO=pl.-K.L).'G[(GeK)/lpGJ.1+rlG.
0pR-R,E'

VR-WIREWRAP Z;X;P;W; V;U;B;C;N;I;E:J;S;K;F;A; D;L;G;Q;
T; Y

[1) V.OpX*FREAD 2 53.OpP.-(1*D.-6=Z-FREA0 2 52)xR-I+(w-r/
X*-FREAD 2 50)x1I+FREAD 2 51

[21 X-IX.0pc.U/X.0pg'(U-( 5Z)v6=Z)/P.OPA.I D/POpL-,PREAD
2 54

[3) ON:4Olx:0cPX+-Z/X,OpP4-Z/POpV*V.((~Z.Xsl+X)/P) .0
[41) DIAGO0e7-2 OPT4-' COMfPLET,!".TJ+-OpV.( 1*VA)xV-LIV
[5) NE:-KIPx:0VI(0pS4-xE) ,Jt.( IE--4(r-V0)*V)c8.0p.-2 lpO
[6) S.KE4-((( ag): I)=pS')/K.(RP A-(A/R)EIJ),((-J)/E).OPX-

X[K4-*X-(A+( IB)cIJ/E) IC)
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[81 P:-NExO~pV-I+V,0pF+F.(((2,pg)pS)xJ CONVIE) ,1
19) *OVxtY*--O.0p04-GRAPFIICS? 0 OU 1'.OOPQ.'TAOL9'
[10) Z-O0p0j.'COAPL8TE(0) OR BY SEG'IENT(1)?
[111 OV:Q.T.0O0pOPC TABLE R.[130 4p!JOpO.'TYPE I FOR '.Q,0

pO-LAYOUT',T.OpR-LAY F

MAWW1 sli
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WRAP3 WI

CUEILLK DEM DESSINl DRAW ESSAI ESSAEQ PAPPRID
PCNu' FCRKATE FDROP FERASE FHOLD FLIf FNAVRS
PIJUMS FRDCIA FRDCIDT FREAD FREEPIv FREPL4C]
FSDROP PSTIE PTIE FUIvTIR PLANvTE POTl POT3
POUSSE PJAR SETDRA WING TRAITE CA CAL

) VARS
COARB STOP TYPE FA IA KA VA

VCUEIILLEU)J]V
V',7UEILLE;Ni;Rf

Ill R.FRKAD 2 21
[23 R-R+R(lPRACINE)xR=O
[3) RACIPJE+FREAD 2 7
[4) RACIVE.-RACIANE£J1 3p0
[5J RACIJE-RACIPE.((l+piACINE).9)pO
(6J N-0
£7) BOUC:.BOUCxi (NgltpR)xl+p~pRACINE[R£N;1);3+i9)+.RACINE

[R£(N-N1);2 3 414;i3l
[8J RACINE FREPLACE 2 7

v
v I)EMCfV 3v
VB.DEI A

£1) !'j-A
£2) B-(pA)*M!

v
VOESSIN1£O1V
VDESSIN1 CNOP;HORI;LARG;S;TEX2;X;X;X3;Y;YI;TJX;TEX
T;VERT;8ANQUK;A;R1

Ill -l'x,"(s-fl0pEI.TERMVIPAL? (2=4015; 3=4662)')e2 3
(1 S-S9'GDV'
£3) CHOP4-2pCHOP.0
[4) OFFSET.--CHOP[21
£5) CqOP.-CHOPE1)
(6) FUNTrE FNU'IS
(7J 'BON'PTIN 2
£8) TYPPA-FREAD 2 22
£9) TRAITE CHOP
[10) -OxiSTOP:1
£11) CODESOUS-0 34 30
[12) CHIP-(CHOP=FREAD 2 S)/t(PFRF4D 2 5)
[13) DEBUT:S4-19'CTY'
(14] TEY-TEX1e'0123456789'
£151 NOVf+6oO(BANQUE-FftEAD 2 8)[;-2+(FREA) 2 9)[CHIPJ)
(16J SUITE:Y+1
£171 X3+X.-0
£18) VERT4-I(FREAD 2 3)V-1+2xcTIZP)
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[19) OFFSFT+-OFFSET+VERT-20
[20) VORI-5
[21) S'-_10 15 0 2219'SCL'
(22) 10-2 5p(0.0.FIORI.'ORI,,O,VERT.VERT,0,0)-( 5p0) 5pOFFS

(23) LARI.-.75
(24) SCAtV2:0-2 5pX1,X.X,X1,(X1.-X-LARG).YFYF.YI.(YH4-YF.LAR

G),YJ'.(Y+ .5-LARG*2)-OFFSET
(25) -DROITgxxX3=1
(26) S-((-1O+X-.5xLA.h2).((-OFFSET)+-.27+(1.VERT-Y)-.5xLAR

0) )D'CUR'
t (27) ESSAX Y-1

[28) TEXT.-SUP.' '.TEX(1'-10 10 1OTY).' 1,6pf4B4PQU[;Y._1+
(PREAD 2 9)t:CFIPJJ

[29) OK4LL:11-T9XT
[30) -SCAN2x%(Y4-Y+l)!5VERT
(31) Y-1
[32) X-X+HORI+LARG

(341J -NAM&
(35) DROII'g:TgXT-6pfeBAPQUE[;(2xVERT).(FREAD 2 9)(CHIP)-Y)
(36) ESSAIG(2xVA'RT)-Y
£37] TEXT-(-1I+(' '*#TgZT)tl)4,TEXT
(38) TugXT-TKXT,' '.(.TSX[1+10 10 1OT((2xVERT)-Y+1I)l)SU

P
(39) S.-(C1I.8+X-.5xLARG),((-OFFSET)+ .27+(1+VERT-Y)-.5xLA

RG) )B'CUR'
[40o) -'OXALL
[414) NAME:S~(-.25.(-OFFSE'T)+VERT+1)'CU?'
["2) S-OU'CTY'
[4&3J S.-.6 I.29'CSZv
[ii4. 10+(TEX1(I10 10 1OTCHOPI)' '*IVOAf
[453 PUNTIE 2

VDRAW[O)V
VDRAW ABC;CFIIP;TEX1;NOV;Y;SUP;CODESOUS;B;C;D;DATA;FL
AG;.PAT1 ;PAT2 ; Z;AI;OPFSET

[I] DESSIN1 ABC

VESSAI(O)V
VESSAI FI;K

Ill PLAG.-O
(2) SUP.-,,
[ 3] -AJOUxCOARB=#Nt
(4] DATA.-,N[I1+H;)

(5] DATA+DATA-12p0.COD'SOUS[TYP~).0
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A[211
[8) K4-1
[9) HERE:-AJOUxiDATA['443xK-1>0D
[10] SUP-- ',(Z.-PRAR K).SUP

[12] AJOU:SUP-((50-p5UP)p' '),,SUP
[13) -0
[14) CONHO: +CONSBCxtTYPE= 3
[15) FLAt;.1
[16] A-POT1 1PDATA[3]11'

[ 1 18) DATA[1 2 3).IDATAE1 2 3]

[21 4-(1..[AA)4 2 5 6)

[21) SUP-' -- '.
(22) PLAG-O
[23] *NEXT+1
[24) COPISRC:SUP-' .. 'POT3(DAT4[2 3)
[25] -NEXT.1

VEFSSAIG[OJV
VESSAIG FI;K

(1) FLAG-0
[2) -FIffxiCO4RR='N'

[4) DATA-DATA-12p0,COD-PSOUq[TYPE),o
[5] .COJHOxi (DATA[2}co)v(DATA[2J>50)ATYPE*1
(6) VIEXT:SUP-' ',(2pPOT1 1oDATA[31).TEX1[1+10 1OTDATA[2J

[7) K.-1
(8) f1ERE:.OxtDATA[4+3xK-1J:0
[9) SUP-SUP.(Z-PRAR K),1'
(10) -H9Rgxi(K(-K+l) 93

[12) PIN:SUP''
[13) COA'ffO:.COPSCxTYP=3
[1'4J FLAG-1
[15] A.POT1 1PDATA(3)
[16) 3-7 2P' 2B2A 1814'
[17) DATA[1 2 3).IDATA(1 2 3)
[18) Ble.B[DATA[2J;)
(19) A-(91..A)[3 4 1 2 5 6)
(20) SUP-' ',A,' ..
(21) PLAG-O
[22) *NA'XT+1
[23] CONSRC:SUP-' ',(POT3 DATA[2 31)'1
[24) *VEXT+1
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VFREsPrI;A;BASEFIND;BASEVFX;DATA;P;FLAG;LSTNUM;f;N;
PAT1 ;PAT2;R;TgX1 ;D;CFILEN;K1

Ell PLAG.-O
(2) TEX~I-'0123456789'
(3) FUPITIE FNU'9S
[41J 'BOPJ'PTIE 2
[5) TYPE.-FREAD 2 22
[6) R-(A-x(1+PPREAD 2 7))e(PREA) 2 21)(;1)
(7] V~f-R[]FREAD 2 7
181 M( ;2J.-(&[;2)-34x(TYPE=2) )-30x(TYPE=3)

[10] N-0
[111 BASEFI&D.-FREAD 2 6
(12) 9ASEVEC-FREAV 2 9
[13] LISTNU'4-FREAD 2 5
[14) LI:-LIxiN~pAxl+pA[NJ+-1+A(NJ-1+( 1*AC'v-N+1JBASEFIND)/B

ASEFIYD
[15) 'THE FOLLOWIVG PINS ARE NOT USED:'

t [16) CFILEN-1+( 14,ASEFIND)-BASEPIND
* (17) N.-0

(18) K1.1
[19] LO:DATA-O 0 0.14[N+1;3
[20) *VIDExi (LISTNUAI(YC1)*M[N+1 ;iJ)
[21] -CFIFINxx(N+CHLEN(K1J)>pA
(22] -CFIIPLIx i 4I[N+1; ;1)]=M(I+CHLENK 1]; ;1
[23) CHIMI:F-6PIR(FREAD~ 2 8)[;A[N4-N+1J+ 1.BASEVEC[(DATA[4)

* ~LISTNUAf) It (pLISTNUVI)1)
(24.) P-(PRAR 1).' PIN '.TEX1(1+10 10 1OTA(N1IJ,' 9

(26) F
(27) *LOxxN-pA
(28) EUNTTE 2
(29) -0
[30) CHIPLI:'CHIP ('.(TEX1[1+10 10 1OTDATA(4))') NIT U199

(31) Pj.N+CHLEN([C1)
(32) K1.K1+1
(33] *LOxtN<PA
(341) PUNTIE 2
(35) -0
(36] VIDE:K14-K1+l
(37] *LO

VPLANTE(IJIV
VPLAPITE; N; BASEOR; RASEPII: VAT; D; VE';TEMPO; RA"E8TTE; RAC
INE;BASEFIND;BASEORI;BASEPIN1;8ASEVAT;BAS'SPA;LISTNU
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(1) 19ASEoRlTFREAD 2 1
(2J 94SEPINl.FREAD 2 2
[3) 13ASE&IAT-FREAD 2 3
[4) 3ASESPA-FREA.9 2 4
[5) LrSTNUVf-FRA.') 2 5

[6) YA5EFIV'D4-1pl
[7) RACINEg.0 3p0

£9) nDgRUU:ASFOR-8ASF0R(PJ)
[10) 9ASEPIN-BAS'1PINI1£((2xN)-1).2xN)
£11) MAT4.BASEPIAT£((2xN)-l).2xf)
£12) D.-1
£13) .(BASgOR~ 1 4)/UN,DEUX,TROIS.QUAT
£14) DEUX:D-0
£15) V4T4-1 lxMAT
£16) 9ASEPIN-1,BASEPIN
£17) -UNJ
£18) TROITS:MAT-1xMAT

* [19) *UN
£20) QUAT:D-0
£21) MAT--1 lxiEAT
£22) 3A.5EPIN~-10HASEPIN
£23) WY:VEC4-C(C2xI VAT£1]).2)pB4SEPIJV)+((2,2xl M4T[11)p(TF'P

[24) *PIrJxtl)=
£25) VECX41VFr

* £26) Ff.v:RACETTg4-0 1 1\VEC
£27) RACETTE[;1.LISTYUf£li
(28) RACINE+RACINE,£1).'ACETTE
£29) BASPIPJD-BASEFIND, r1+9ASPIJD)+1+pRACETTE
£30) -DEBUxt (N1-P+1)spLISTJUM
£31) 9ASTFIND FRF'PLAC'E 2 6
£32) RACINg4-RACIPNg*(1)1 3p0
r.33) RACINE FRE'PLACE 2 7

VF1-POT1 K;K1;K2;POT
£1) PAT 1- '4 BCDEF
£2) -(TYPR=3)1VfATRI.CAN.5T3C
£3) SCAV:D-27
(4) PAT2.'A 91 C 02 E F3 G qf4 J
[5) *OUTxFLAG=0
(6) P4T24-127 3p((l5p' '),('P13P12P11P1OP9 P8 P7 P6 PS P4

P3 P2 Pl1 ).27p' 9')

[7) -OUT
[8) MATRI:D4-24
£9 J PA T24-' A cDEGPHrJKLVNPOPQq9STUVWXI
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[10) OUT:POT4-(6,D)T(RK-l
[11) *OUT2xiFLAG90
[12) OUT1 :Kl'-( (p11) * 1)PKl-P4T1[ l+POT[ 1;))

[14] -0
[15) OUT2 :K1#-( (pK1)l)1)pK14-PAT1[ 1+POT[ 1;))

[17) -0
[18] 58C: PA T2-' A RCP
[19) PATl1-'ARCDEFGHJKLfNPRSTUWX'
[20) -SI3CCONxKdK
[21) POT.-20 6TOK-l
[22) *OUT1
[23) SBCCON:PATI1'12345678901
[24) PAT2-' G VI
[25) POT-10 12TLOK-1

-~(26) .OUT1

VPOT3[O)V
Vqf-POT3 K;,X;J;PAT2;A

El) PAT246 6P '(221)P(221)PC222)P(222)P(223)P(223)PI

54)/6 5
[3) PAT24-.PAT2[;X)
[4) J.-((K[13=-2)e1.2xlK[2)-84) * C(K[13=52)+1+2xCK[2)-83.2

5)) ,(KJ[1>=52 )+1+2 x( J[2 )-4. 75 )*1.56
[5) J-J[FX*2)
[6) H'-PAT2..TgX1[1+10 10 1OT-1)

VPOUSSECI V
VPOUSSE;ALB2 ;RACIPJE2;I;O;AI;N;ALB1 ;R;RACIJF

E1) ALB2-+(1$pALB14-999-(FREAD 2 20)[;2 1 4 33))2)PO
[2) RACPV~E2-(1000x(FREAD 2 7)[;2))+CPRRAD 2 7)[;33
[3) ALB2[ ;1)+C(ALB1[ ;1]x1000)+ALB1[ ;2)
(4) ALB2[;21i-(ALB1[;3)xlfl30)+ALB1[;4)
[5) 1ACINE2-ALB.-ALB2-O.'f-RACIPJE2iALB2

* .[6) R-0 4pI4-p~pO-O[4O-CCO1O)=lpO)/O4-.,M)

*N'-, Cv1[1)[I-I+1>=M)/M
Is) q~ FREPLACE 2 21

v
VPRAR[OJ ]7
VZ-PRAR k;B

El) R.-7 2P' 2B2A 1Bl1
[2) *SP~xt (DATA[5+3xK-1 )cO)v(DATA[5+3xK-1 >50)A7'YPg*I
(3) Z-'C'.TEX1[1+10 10 1OTDATA[4+3x1C-1)).')'.C2pPOT1 lpD
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ATA(6+3xK-1J),TEX1E 1+10 1OTDAT4[5+3xK-1)]

[5J SPEW:.CONS1SCxTYPE=3
[6J DATAE(4 5 6)+3xK-11-IDATA((4 5 6).3xK-11
[7) FLAG-1
(8) Z-(( .B[(DATA(5+3xK-1J);)* POT1 1pDAT4[6+3xK-1))[3 4&

1 2 5 6)
(9) PLAG4-0

[11) CONS5C:Z4-POT3 DATA[5 6+3xK-1)

YSgTDRAWIPJG(F) J
VSHrTDRAWIPJG

[I] FUNlTIE FNUNIS
(2) 'BON'FTIK 2
[3) TYPE.-FREAD 2 22
('43 PLANTE
(5) POUSSE
(6) PUP/TIE 2
[7) 'COMPLETED'
(8) 'THE F~UCTION ''PREEPIN''LISTS ALL UN/USED PIN/S OF TH

E CIRCUIT'
19J 'THE FUN/CTION ''DRAW X''DRAWS TFIH CHIP P/U'BER A.f
[10) 'TO WIREWRAP A CIRCUIT.COP/TACT Af. LESSARD AT 4315.1

V
VTRAITE~r))V
VTRAITE CHIP;A;D;P/;R;R1

Il) STOP'-0
[2) A-.(PREAD 2 7)[;1):CqIP
[3J .NONOxxO=+/A
[41) M-A/(1JFREAD 2 7
(5) D-L/A/i(PREAD 2 7)[1J
(6) AI.M,(1J1 3P0
(7) V'1-,((+PV),9)PO
(8) N-(.(FREAD 2 21)(;1J)epA)xA)1J1FRE4D 2 21
(9) R1-R+(1pPFREAD 2 7)xR=0
(10) R-R+( 1tPM)xR=O
[11) N.-0
(12) .0xx0=x/pR
(13) BOUC:.BOUCxt (N*1tPR)x1+ppVf(R(P;1J+1-D;3+i9)., (PREAD

2 7)(R1(P-N+1);2 3 4J;13

[15) ?/ONO:'CHIP ';CHIP;' UqPDEFIP/HO'
[16) STOP.-1
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APPENDIX B

Self-Crossing Paths

Any path which folds over itself can be depicted as three

sub-paths (A, B and C) plus the two links which actually cross each

other, as shown in Fig. B-1.

Each of the crossing links must have one end (in this case

pins 2 and 3) connected to the same sub-path (in this case to B)

for the ensemble to be a single path and not two disconnected paths.

Interchanging the other two ends of the links will produce

a configuration as in Fig. B-2 in which the links do not cross

and the ensemble is a single new path.

The four pins constitute a quadrilateral and the sum of two

opposite sides (new links) is shorter than the sum of the two diagonals

(previous links). Hence the new path is shorter than the original

and a self-crossing path is not optimum.

rJ
I N

%%A

FIGURE - B-i FIGURE - B-2
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APPENDIX C

Nonoptimum Paths

c Figure C-1 shows a node made up of pins disposed in two con-

centric circular segments whose path would be established by first

linking (radially) each pin of one segment to the opposing pin on the

other segment (the shorter links), then all the pins of the inner

segment together (the next set of shorter links).

Once this is done, a pin such as A sees its immediate inner

segment neighbors occupied by three links and has to go to the last pin

for a connection, while the dotted link could have permitted the removal

of one of the bothersome links onto its nearest neighbor.

A pin such as B, for the same reason, would end up being

linked to an outer segment pin, producing a crossing.

F E
FIGURE = C-i
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APPENDIX D

Wiring Session

)LOAD WRAPI
SAVED 15:57 SEP 14,'81

)COPY PWW1 TESTLOC TESTDEF
SAVED 14:03 SEP 29,'81

START
TYPE OF BOARD?
MATRIX: 1
SCANBE:2
SEC=905:3

TYPE?I
NAME OF THE LOCATION PROGRAM:
TESTLOC
CHIP 74LS93 IS NOT IN THE BANK...

* GEOMETRY: DUAL IN LINE - 2PIN

6PIN
8PIN
14PIN

16PIN
18PIN
20PIN
22PIN
24PIN
28PIN
40PIN

CONNECTOR +-4-4'-C26PIN

ClOPIN
C40PIN
C5OPIN

DISPLAY *i(4*o4AFF8
DISPLAY LCD 40PIN X 1.31N-4"LCD1
DISPLAY MAN6660,80 10PIN-4-1MAN66X

GEOMETRY? 14PIN

IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 1? INB
IDENifFICATION OF PIN 2? RO(1)
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 3? RO(2)
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 4? NC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 5? VCC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 6? NC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 7? NC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 8? QC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN 9? QB
IDENTIFICATION OF PINl9? GND
IDENTIFICATION OF PINI? QD
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN12? QA
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN13? NC
IDENTIFICATION OF PIN14? INA

IDNIFCTONO PN4 -NA
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NO ERROR IN THE LOCATION PROGRAM
NAME OF THE DEFINITION PROGRAM:
TESTDEF
NO ERROR IN THE DEFINITION PROGRAM

TO OBTAIN A DRAWING OF THE BOARD,TYPE 'BOARD'
THE CIRCUIT LAYOUT CALCULATION IS OBTAINED BY:
)LOAD WRAP2, AND EXECUTING 'START'

TIERJID (1*4013 3ed15)of

i°I

__,

dLI
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ts

Ilia

o .1I- -

Sq - i

, . ., , • i i l
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)LOAD HEIP3sOw 19152 JUN 22.01
SETSIP zIIN I

COIPLETED
THE WICION I'F#EPZN*LISTS ALL IWSED PINS OF THE CIRCUIT
TNE FUNCTION '~ XNIAU THE CHIP MOSER X.
TO UIZRSJ * CZNCIZT&CONTACT If. LESSrD AT 4315.

FREEPIH
YNEFfLLOWING PINS AE NOr (SEs
(861)AT74 PIN $04 NC
(061)OTI2 PIN 86 NC
(661)4761 PIN 667 NC
(0I)0i6 PIN 013 NC
(662) r13 PIN 104 NC
(662)*r16 PIN O6 NC
(I2)ArlI PIN 007 NC
(182)4015 PIN 613 NC
(8l4)4C22 PIN 617 P33
(II4)AC23 PIN 17 P33
(1l4)AC94 PIN 619 P37
(1O4)4C25 PIN 126 P39
(884)4625 PIN 621 P41
(164)4324 PIN 622 P31
(664)4623 PIN 823 P36
(8841622 PIN 624 P34
(184)621 PIN 625 P32
(6l48021 PIN 826 P31
(6344I9 PIN 627 P24
(194)4610 PIN 626 P26
(484)617 PIN 629 P24
(864)616 PIN 130 P22
(114415 PIN 131 P21
(064)414 PIN 632 Pie
(104)4613 PIN 133 P16
(404)412 PIN 634 P14
(664)611 PIN 635 P12
(661416 PIN 636 Pis
(664)466 PIN 837 P9
(114)4066 PIN 636 P6
(864)367 PIN 639 P4
(664)4I3 PIN 640 P2
(0S)M.A15 PIN 663 3A
(II5W1S5 PIN 665 s
(15)41115 PIN l66 GO
(BIIN15 PIN 667 7A
(O65)46110 PIN 6ee wg
(O06116NI PIN 669 6D
(O5)4lll PIN 616 so
(O1I)dLI PIN 612 3

p|
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